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Geneticsof homotopy
theoryand the
Adams conjecture
By DENNIS SULLIVAN
Dedicated to Norman Steenrod

This is the firstin a seriesof papersdevotedto the invariantsand classificationof compactmanifolds.
One mighthopefora classification
theoryof manifoldshavingthe following form: First, there is an understandablealgebraic descriptionof the
homotopytheoryof manifolds. Second, the salient geometricpropertiesof
manifoldsbeyondhomotopytheorycan be isolated and understood. Third,
the algebraic structureof these geometricinvariants can be determined.
And fourth,this structurecan be successfullyintertwined
withthe algebraic
descriptionof the homotopytheoryof manifoldsto completethe theory.
We shall tryto outlineand motivatethispaperin termsof thisprogram.
First of all, the Adams conjecture concernsthe homotopytheoryof
spherebundles associated to vectorbundles. This is importantin the second
and thirdparts of the programfora theoryof smoothmanifoldsand follows
fromthe fact that the possible tangent vectorbundlesof closed manifolds
in a homotopytype must have sphere bundles of the same fiberhomotopy
type. In fact the workof Browdershows that this spherebundlecondition
is almosta sufficient
conditionfora bundle to be a tangent bundle.
The affirmedAdams conjecture then allows us to find the possible
tangentbundlesof all manifoldsin the homotopytype X by calculatingthe
K-groupof the homotopytype K(X) and the Adams' operations{jk} in this
group. A more detailed descriptionof Adams' statement is given below.
This explains our interestin the Adams conjecture beyondthat inspiredby
the natural beauty of the statement.
Now it was well-knownfromthe outset that the Adams conjecture
concernedonlyquestions of torsionand divisibilityof a certainsubgroupof
K(X) of maximalrank. So the questionwas trivialaftertensoringwith the
fieldof rationals.
Thus it is natural (and indeed imperative) to discuss the questionin a
contextwhere only p-primaryconsiderationsare left, where the influence
of the rationalsis minimal. This accountsforthe profinite
homotopytheory
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of Section 3 of this paper which is, I must say, at firstflush somewhat
foreboding.
settingthe Adams' statementassumes its mostelegant
In this profinite
form(see below). Also the homotopyequivalences of the unstable grassmanniansrequiredfor its proofappear very naturally fromthe fact that
homotopytypeof an algebraicvarietycan be constructedusing
the profinite
onlythe abstractalgebraicstructureof the variety(etale homotopytheory).
This latter pointis in fact the main motiveforthe profinitehomotopy
theoryof Section3. In orderto derivebenefitfromthe richGalois symmetry
in the homotopytheoryof varieties we had to domesticatethe abstract
beasts of [51to make themusable in ordinaryalgebraic topology.
The Adams conjectures become immediate consequences of general
homotopytheoreticaldiscussions.
The localizationin homotopytheorydiscussed in Section 2, which is
easier to consciencethan the completionof Section 3, plays the following
role:
First,localizationarises in a naturalway in each of the foursteps of the
outline for a classificationtheoryof manifolds. Many workershave found
in discussionsabout manifoldspersistentdisparitybetweenthe prime2 and
odd primes(see forexample the statementsabout theuniversalspaces G/PL
and G/TOP in Section 2). Analysis of these spaces essentially solves the
thirdstep in the programfora manifoldtheoryof the piecewiselinearand
topologicalcategories. A detailedsolutionof the Adams conjectureleads to
an analysis of G/O, the relevant space for this step in smooth manifold
theory.
Second,localizationallows us to constructthe rational homotopytype
which complementsthe informationin the profinitehomotopytype. This
makes very clear the relationshipbetween the ordinary
complementation
(or transcendental)homotopytheoryof complex algebraic varieties and
theiretale (or algebraic) homotopytheory. Also in beautifulcounterpoint
homotopytheoryand abstractalgebraic
to the relationshipbetweenprofinite
geometryis a new relationshipbetween a rational de Rham theory on
polyhedraand the rational homotopytype (see [17]). This new relationship
of the "real homotopy"of a smoothmanifoldby the
allows a determination
de Rham algebra of C--forms.
Thus analytical and arithmetical structure' play a role in real and
rational homotopytheoryakin to that of abstract algebraic structurein
homotopytheory.
profinite
1

I.e., C- manifoldsand triangulatedspaces.
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Now we shall outline our structuralanalysis of homotopytheoryand
discuss the Adams conjecturesin some detail.
First of all a remarkon terminology:We are studyingthe structureof
homotopytypesto deepen our understandingof more complicatedor richer
mathematicalobjects such as manifoldsor algebraic varieties.
The relationshipbetween these two types of objects is I think rather
strikinglyanalogous to the relationshipin biologybetweenthe geneticstructure of living substancesand the visiblestructureofcompletedorganismsor
individuals.
The specificationsof the genetic structureof an organismand of the
homotopystructureofa manifoldhave similartexture;theyare bothdiscrete,
combinatorial,rigid,interlockingand sequential.'
On the otherhand, a completedindividualhas shape, form,geometrical
substance. Its visible expression admits continuousvariation. All these
attributesare possessedby a manifoldin Euclidean space.
So we shall think of our fracturingprocess for homotopytypes as a
genetic analysis. We shall refer to the array of irreduciblepieces of informationin the homotopytype as the genotype. This is similarto the use
of the termgenus in the theoryof quadratic forms.
Thus the genotypeof a space is determinedby the rational type and
profinite
type. The latter oftensplits completelyinto a collectionof p-adic
types,one foreach prime.
We cannot combinethese ingredientsarbitrarilyto forma space. A
certaincompatibility
must persistamong the pieces.
This coherencein the genotypeis the second piece of structurein our
analysisof homotopytheory. Now the detailed description:
Let Xdenote an "ordinaryhomotopytype". We shall thinkofXas arising
froma compactmanifold,an algebraicvariety,or one of the universalspaces
associated to geometricproblemsconcerningthese spaces. The homology
groupsof these spaces are almostalways finitelygeneratedAbelian groups,
and one oftenhas some analogous controlover the fundamentalgroup and
the higherhomotopygroups.
We shall associate to X a natural array of morebasic homotopytypes
whichare not such "ordinaryhomotopytypes" but whichsatisfyanalogous
finitenessconditionsover the rings
Z,

-

a

e Q: (b, 1) = 1)

1 In fact manyof our constructions
on spaces proceedby a replicationprocessusingthe
Postnikovtower as a template.
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or
Z = Iimn,,j Z/nZ

where {I} is the multiplicativesubset of Z generated by a collectionI of
primes. The two importantcases for us correspondto the ground rings Q
and Z = lim,,Z/n.
These more elemental spaces associated to X are constructedby the
processesof localizationand completion.These processes mightbe thought
of as analogous to laboratorytechniques which break a more complicated
substanceintosimplercomponents.
The firstprocess,localizationat 1,is a kindofdirectlimitprocedurewhich
stripsaway the p-torsionand p-divisibility
structurein the algebraictopology
of the space for the primesp not in the collection1. The remaininginformationin X is carriedby the associated space Xl to which X maps X ) Xl.
This localization procedure is well-understoodif X has a principal
Postnikovdecomposition;this happens preciselywhen each w,-moduleSEX,
n> 1 has a finitefiltration
ec

kck(

c
*cFk=r,,X

with trivialaction on the successivequotients.' In this "nilpotentcase" the
homologygroupsof Xl are the localizationsof those of X:
H*X--H*X

ZZ,

*>

o.

Similarly,the homotopygroupsof Xl are the localizationsof those of X.
More precisely,each r,,X,admits a finitefiltrationso that the action of
wrX,is trivialon the successivequotients. The map X Xl inducesa filtration preservingmap on n,,which is localizationon the successive (Abelian)
quotients.
If we try to strip away all of the primeinformation(take I = 0) we
obtain XQ,the rationaltype of X. In XQ the "algebraic" topologyof X has
becomeuniquelydivisible.
Now we turn to the process of finite2completion.This is an inverse
limit procedurewhich allows us to strip away much of the rational informationin the homotopytype of X.
An associated homotopytype X is constructedfrom"inverse systems"
-

1 D. Kan and E. Dror who observed this point about Postnikov systems refer to such
spaces as "nilpotent spaces"-a natural generalization of nilpotent groups.
2 In earlier versions of this work, e.g., [181, this was called "profinite completion".
Similarly, in the algebraic context (groups, modules, etc.) we use "finite" or "l-finite" for
"profinite or "l-profinite",before the word "completion".
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indexed by the category {f}x = {X f F} of all maps of X into spaces with
finitehomotopygroups.
X is definedin the homotopycategoryby the formula
[, XI = limf'x [, F]

using a littletheoryabout "compactBrownianfunctors".
In the most general discussionof finitecompletionone needs both the
space X and the "inverse systems" over {f}X- However, if X has "good"
homotopygroups then all the informationafter finitecompletionis carried
by the homotopytheoryof X, whichis simplyrelated to that of X.
For example, if rX contains a solvable subgroup which has finite
index and finitetype', and if the higher homotopygroupsof X are finitely
generated,then2
wffX-finitecompletionof wrX,

n? 1

and
Hi(X, M) - H'(Xy M)
forall finiter,-modulesM.
We also have i-completionsfor a set of primes 1. For example if l
consistsof one primep we have the p-adic completionX, constructedfrom
the categoryof maps of X into spaces whose homotopygroups are finite
p-groups.
There is a natural map X -. fl,X, where h is an isomorphismin the
intersectionof the two good cases mentionedabove, i.e., if X is nilpotent
with finitelygeneratedhomotopygroups.
We refer to the array of spaces {XQ, X2,

X3,

*

} as the "genotype of X".

The homotopytype X can be reconstructedfroma coherencebetween
rationaltype XQand the finitetype X = ll
, We describethe coherence.
First, constructa formalcompletionof XQ by taking the increasing
unionof the finitecompletionsof its finitesubcomplexesXj,
formalcompletionXQ

lima(XQ)A.

Then constructthe rationaltype of X. This may be describedin terms
of the rationaltypesof the p-adic factorsof X by the formula
rationaltype of X

P
- lim,

(XP)QX JpES X

All its subgroupsare finitelygenerated.
If G is a group we refer to the inverse limit of its finitequotients as its finite
completion.
1

2
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whereS ranges over finitesets of primes.'
Because XQand X came fromthe same ordinaryhomotopytypeX there
is a canonicalhomotopyclass of equivalences
CA:formalcompletionof XQ - rationaltypeof X

preservingthe Z 0 Q structurein the "homotopygroups". We referto Z
as the coherenceof the homotopytype X.
If we add C, to the genotypewe obtainthe "coherentgenotype"of X:
{XQ,

X2, X3, *

Now we describethe reconstructionof the homotopytype X fromits
coherent genotype {XQ,X; C,}. The coherence allows us to constructa
commonspace containingXQand X. Then X is simplythe space of all paths
in this commonspace whose endpointslie respectivelyin XQand X.
The completetheoremabout these constructionsgoes as follows:
Formthe homotopycategoryAI generated by nilpotentspaces of finite
type and visible2homotopyclasses of maps between them. Also formthe
categoryof coherentgenotypes93. The objects of S, are arrays of nilpotent
spaces {XQ,X2, * } whose "homotopygroups" are finitelygeneratedover
the appropriategroundrings {Q, Z2, Z3, * }, togetherwith a coherence
C: formalcompletionof XQ - rationaltypeof 7rX,
a class of homotopyequivalencesrespectingthe Z 0D Q modulestructureon
"homotopy".The morphismsof G, are arrays of homotopyclasses of maps
{fQ,f2,f3, ... } respectingthe coherences. Thus we have the
THEOREM.

Localization and completion define a functor '

path constructiondefinesa functor Gc'I
equivalencesofcategories.

a-,,,

The

. These are mutually inverse

As suggested above we will show in later discussion and papers how
the two objects XQand X are respectivelyrelated to analytic and algebraic
structurein X.
Now we turn to the finalsection of the homotopyanalysis, wherewe
apply this discussion to the theoryof fibrationswhere the fiberhas the
homotopytype of a sphere. Thus we study local and completespherical
fibrationtheory. By fiberwiselocalizationand completionwe constructa
canonicaldiagramof theories
1 Hereafter, "

" means "has the same homotopy type", or "is homotopic to".
Two maps are visibly homotopic if they are homotopic on every finite subcomplex of
the domain.
2
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{Si'

'-fibrations}

{S

'fibrations}

/

{S n--fibrations}

We show that the corresponding diagram of classifying spaces has for
no the diagram of units'
A*

Z*
1*
and for universal covering space the diagram of spaces
(BSGn)

BSGn

I

{

\

(BSGn)l

where BIG. is the classifying space of oriented S"-'-fibration theory.
We obtain then the
COROLLARY. The stable theoryof spherical fibrations is a direct factor
in the stable theoryoffibrations where thefibersare the completed spheres Sn.
We then use this corollary to prove the real and complex Adams conjectures, which we shall now discuss.
The Adams conjectures. These conjectures concern the spherical fiber
homotopy type of vector bundles related by the famous Adams' operation *k.
For example if r is a complex line bundle then *kr is the k-foldtensor power
,2k =

As

..

**

.

In general Ak is the unique ring endomorphismof K-

theory extending this operation.
In his work on the order of the image of the Hopf-Whitehead J-homomorphism, [1]-[4],
wrGl(n,C)

J

r2,f+

.
F

rk definedon vectors
Adams made use of the natural fiber-preservingmapr
...
Zk in
vby vw v
(O v. On each fiberthe map can be thought of as z
the complex plane.
1 R* = units in R.
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Thus if we remove the zero sections of r and Ok, F induces a fiber
homotopyequivalence providedwe suppress the primesdividingk. Adams
did this by formingthe stable bundle
(o~k _0 a)

(,

(k

_0 a)

...** (Dok

_

where N dependson the dimensionof the base.
with kN-summands,
Adams proved the correspondingsphere bundle was fiberhomotopy
trivial(using F) if N was large enough. This gave an upper boundon the
orderof image J.
At this point Adams conjectured that for all elements e in the K-theory
N large, has a fiber homoof a finite complex the stable bundle kN(rk$-$),
topy trivial associated sphere bundle.
He then provedthe beautifulconsequence-if therelations"kN' k$is fiber homotopy trivial" hold, then all stable fiber homotopy relations
between vector bundles can be deduced from them.

Our formulationand proofof the Adams conjectureuse the finitecompletionof K-theorydefinedforfinitecomplexesby
K(X) = lim, K(X) 8) Z/n .
K(X) has a unique extensionto the entirehomotopycategorywhichis
representedby mappinginto some classifyingspace B. This B is just the
grassmannianclassifyingspace B of ordinary
finitecompletionof the infinite
K-theory.
Now each element ^/e K(X) has a well-definedstable fiberhomotopy
type. This followsby continuityfromthe fact that the group of stable
sphericalfiberhomotopytypesover a finitecomplexis finite.
of K(X) using *k on
For each integerk we can definean isomorphism
for(p, k) = 1 and the identityif (p, k) > 1.
the p-components
Computationsmade by Adams implythat these operationsextend by
continuityto an action of the groupof units Z* = lime(Z/n)* on K(X).
Our proofof the Adams conjectureis based on describingthissymmetry
in K in terms of algebraic symmetryin the grassmannianvarieties which
classifyK-theory.
Amusinglyenough, this symmetryis obtained by transformingthe
pointsof the grassmanniansdiscontinuouslyby a fieldautomorphismof C
whichmoves the roots of unityaround. For example, to prove the Adams
conjecturefor * k we use a fieldautomorphisma of C which raises nth roots
of unityto the kthpowerfor (n, k) = 1 and is the identityon all krth roots
of 1, forany r.
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We thus refer to the symmetrygroup Z* which contains the isomorphic
part of the Adams' operations as the Galois group. Then we have the
THEOREM (Adams conjecture). In real or complex K-theory the stable
fiber homotopytype is constant on the orbits of the Galois group Z*.
COROLLARY(Adams). Any element in K which is fiberhomotopytrivial
is of theform
for some o e Z* and ~ e K.
-a

The theorem follows quickly from the fact that the Galois symmetryin
K arises from homotopy symmetry in the finite completions of the grassmannian approximations to B. In fact the theory of Section 4 allows us
to obtain a canonical fiber homotopy equivalence between the appropriate
completed spherical fibrations beforestabilizing.
We note in passing certain other homotopy theoretical results found in
the discussion.
i) In the localization section the following principle is described: If a
homotopy problem involving only finitelymany simply-connected finitecomplexes has a rational solution, then it has a solution after localization away
from a certain finite set of primes.
ii) In that section we also findthat there are no "phantom maps" of a
countable complex into a nilpotent space whose homotopy groups are built
up from Q-vector spaces of finiterank.
iii) In the completion section we finda Hasse principle for maps-which
says that two maps of a finite complex into a nilpotent space of finitetype
are homotopic if and only if they are homotopic at every (finite) prime.
iv) In Section 3 we use the "coherent genotype" picture of QP- to construct self-mappings of any odd square degree.
v) In Section 4 we discuss principal spherical fibrations and prove
for p odd that S2r-' is homotopy equivalent to a topological group if n
divides p - 1.
(It has been known for some time that the conditions of iv) and v) were
necessary.)
Now it is time to acknowledge the many debts incurred during the
research on this paper. First of all G. Washnitzer first pointed out to me
the miracle of a "discontinuous map" acting on the cohomology of a space
like the grassmannians. Greg Brumfielfirstexplained the Adams conjecture
to me at an opportune moment in the study of smooth normal invariants.
I am indebted to Dan Quillen who first raised the specter of algebraic
geometry in characteristic p in connection with the Adams conjecture. He
has also found a proof of the Adams conjectures using another "algebraic
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theoryof cohomology",the cohomologyof finitegroups [91,[11], [12]. His
methods lead to interestingcomputationsof algebraic K-theory and a
general homotopytheoreticalattack on certain algebraic questions. Hopefullyour proofwill lead to a certainunderstandingof the geometrictopology
of algebraicvarieties.
I am grateful to George Bergman who told me manythingsabout the
p-adics and to Saul Lubkin who explained many useful things about his
approachto etale cohomology.
Barry Mazur and MikeArtinhelpedme understandthe etale cohomology
in characteristiczero which is simplerthan characteristicp because of the
appealing geometricinterpretationsand yet sufficient
for the Adams conjecture. Also the notion of finitecompletionused here is evolved from
theirs[5].
I am gratefulto JohnMorgan who worked out many thornytechnical
pointsand provideda set of notes without whichthis paper would still be
in the "to appear" category.
I am indebtedto Dan Kan for explaining the notionof nilpotentspace
and to his studentEmmanuelDror forpointingout that our originallocalizationargumentsworked essentiallyword forword for this moreinteresting
class of spaces. I am grateful to Ellie Palais for promotingthe genetic
terminologywhich is useful forunderstandingthe structurefoundhere.
Finally I offermy thanks and admirationto Frank Adams for discoveringthis beautifulphenomenonin K-theory.
1. Algebraic constructions

Here we describe the algebraic constructionsand objects needed for
the later discussion. These includelocalizationand completionof groupsand
the corresponding
groundrings Z, and Z,.
One of the mainpointis the "arithmeticsquare" (page 14), introducing
one of the major themesof the work.
The constructionsand theirpropertiesare describedin serialorderwith
some indicationof proof. Topologicalexamples illustratethe algebra.
Localization.
We shall sometimeswant in our calculationsto concentrateon a certain
subset of primes 1 and allow division by the primes outside of 1. The
appropriategroundring forthis situationis Z1, the subringof the rationals
consistingof fractionswhose denominatorsare productsof primesoutside 1.
We shall make use of certain propertiesof this local situation:Z1 and
its modules.
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ji
Zinn

k

is a "fibersquare". That is, the sequence
1.1'

o -~
zi0

ze
Z1

z1
Zl

Z1

Znp

>

o

is exact.
Z1 is used to localize Abelian groupsby tensoring
1.2

G where G, = G?0 Z 1

G->

We referto G, as the localizationof G with respectto the set of primes
1. Of course G1aii primes} - G and we write G0 = GQ.
Examples.
a) If G is a finitelygenerated Abelian group G, - Z1 ED** EDZ1& 1torsionG.
b) (Q/Z)1 = D elZ/p? (Z/p? = lima ZIpa).
The natural localizationmap G G, has kernel the torsionof G prime
to 1.
Moregenerally,we thinkof G, as formedfromG by makingthe operations of multiplicationby integersprimeto 1 into isomorphisms.Thus we
have
1.3

1
G,

lim(,l,1

{G

G}

1.4 Thus we see that G is isomorphicto its localizationat I if and onlyif G
is a Z1-module.In this case we say that G is local (with respectto 1).
1.5 The direct limit formula 1.3 shows localization preserves exactness,
finiteproducts,and commuteswith the operationof taking homology(when
extendedto graded groups in the obviousway).
Thus forall spaces X
1.6

H*(X, Z1)

H* X?(&Z

Also, let F- E--B be a fibrationof connectedspaces.
If the fundamentalgroupsare Abelian,and two of
1 The homotopyargumentsof Section 2 lead directlyan extensionof localization to
nilpotentgroups (see also [61).
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1.7

{wi*F},{wi*E},{wi*B}

are local then the thirdis also.
1.7 followsby localizingthe exact homotopysequence,
***

-

7r+

F

> (rE

-*rB

*

The bottomrow is exact by 1.5 so the result followsfromthe 5-lemma.
The result of 1.7 extends to homologyin case w1Bacts triviallyin
H*(F, Z/p) forprimesp X 1. For then if two of
{H*F}, {H*E}, {H*B}

1.8

are local, the thirdis also.
1.8 followsfromthe Serre spectral sequence relating the modp homoE d B and
logies of F
-

"H*X is local if and onlyif H*(X, Zip) vanishesforprimesp X 1."

1.9

1.9 followsfromthe coefficient
sequence
...

).HX

HiX

>Hj(X, Zlp)

>**

and 1.4.
The analogue of 1.1 forgroups is true, namely
Giul,
1.10

) Gi

1

G1' G-n,,
>
is a fibersquare of groups. For example if I U l' = all primesand I n 1'-0
then we see that G is the fiberproductof its 1-localizationsand l'-localizations overGQ,
1.11

G --G, X GQ G1Z

1.10 followsby tensoring1.1' with G since tor(G, Z1) = 0 forall G and 1.
If we localize G at I and then localize the result at 1', we obtain the
localizationat 1 n 1',
1.12

(G1)1 --Gin,,
This followsfrom1.3 or the isomorphism

1.13

Zini-

Z1 (OZ Z1f-

For certain considerationslocalizing is not drastic enough. We can
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suppress the influenceof the rationals and obtain an interestingcompactness phenomenonby completingwith respectto a set of primes1.
The groundring forthis situationis the inverselimitof the finiterings,
Z, = limne{l}Z/nZ

1.15

where {l} is the multiplicativeset generated by the primes of 1. {l} is
partiallyorderedby divisibility.
We shall make use of the natural compacttopologyon Z1 comingfrom
the inverselimitand the uniformstructureobtainedby regardingZ1 as the
completionof Z with respectto the ideals nZ, n e {l}.
Of particularinterestforus are the cases
i) I = {p}. Then Z1 is the ring of p-adic integers
1.16

Z, _=lim"Z/p'1Z .

We will use the interestingfact that the group of units in Z, contains
the (p - 1)st rootsof unity. In fact,we need the natural isomorphisms
Z* _ Z/p-1 Z1

,

p odd

and
Z*

=Z/2

d

Z2,

constructedusing the p-adic log and exp functions.
Z is the finitecompletionof Z,
ii) 1 {all primes}. Then Z
1.17

Z --limnZ/n .

It is clear from1.17 that we have the continuousisomorphism
1.18

Z

JJpP Z

We will also encounterthe localizations
1.19 i) (Z4)Q- ZP (,

Q, the field of p-adic numbers,denoted Qp. Recall

that Z is containedin the compact ring Zp as a dense subset, and Zp is
containedin the locallycompactfieldQpas the closed unitdisk (withrespect
to the natural p-adicmetricon Qp).
1.20 ii) (Z)Q 2_Z ?D Q, the ring of "finiteAdeles for Q" denotedAf. Af is
isomorphicto a restrictedproductover the primesof the p-adic numbers;
that is, Af c jlp Qp is the locallycompactsubringconsistingof elementsof
the productwhichhave integralcomponentsat all but finitelymanyprimes.
Fromthe descriptionit is clear that A is a directlimit
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where S ranges over finitesets of primesand
Af=

(ap

es QP) X (T-I es ZP)

Our mainuse of Af concernsthe fibersquare,
Z

square",

l"arithmetic

1.22
whereQ

>Z

d

Q

> Af

A is the diagonalembedding
n

n n,

e

f

The exactness of
1.22'

0

Z

ZeQ

Af -

is checkedfairlyeasily.
The study of Q Af is certainlyenhanced by combiningit with the
real completionQ R. The product embeddingof Q in the full ring of
Adeles for Q, A = Af x R, is now discretewith a compactquotient. This
propertyis onlyused as a provocationin this work.
These considerationsmay be extendedto groupsin several ways. First
of all we shall make some use of the formalcompletionof Abelian groups
-

G-

1.23

G where G>EG ?ZZ.

The formalcompletionenjoys many of the algebraic propertiesof localization, especially1.5.
A moreinterestingconstructionis the l-finitecompletionof an arbitrary
group G. We have
G - G,*

where G,

limaGIH,,

and Hat ranges over those normalsubgroupsof G so that GIH, has finite
order,a productof primesin 1.
We are most interestedin the case where 1 is {all primes}. Then we
have thefinitecompletion

G

, G where G = limaGIHa,, GIH, finite.

We shall make use of the natural compacttopologyon these profinite
groupsgiven by theirexpressionas an inverselimitof finitegroups.
1.24 For example,each map of G into a finitegroup has a unique continuous extensionto G.
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1.25 If G is a finitelygenerated Abelain group, the finitecompletionand
formalcompletionagree. The topologyon the formeris intrinsicto the
algebraicstructureof G.
In this case we also have the fibersquare of groups

G

1

1.26

GQ

AG
"arithmetic square for G" .

{

GO

AfZA,

Because of 1.25 we can check the exactnessproperty1.26 by tensoring1.22'
with G since tor (G, Af) = 0.

Since c and 1 are definedintrinsicallyin termsof GQand G (namely
formal completionand localization respectively)we can view 1.26 as a
natural recoveryformulaforG in termsof its localizationGQand its finite
completion G.

Also forAbeliangroupsit is clear that
G-JJ

1.27

G,.

So the arithmeticsquare 1.26 bindstogetherthe rationaltypeof G, GQ
and its rather independentp-adic completionsGP using the natural isomorphism (GQ)f -(G)Q (each is naturally isomorphic to G ?, Af). We shall
generalizethis pictureto homotopyin Section3.
1.28 We shall make use of the fact that G oA G gives a dense embeddingof
a finitelygeneratedAbelian group G into its finitecompletionG. In fact
finitecompletionis characterizedby this propertyfor finitelygenerated
Abeliangroups.
Examples.

0
20 * 02 ED
a) If G is. a finitelygenerated Abelian group G Zg
torsionG.
0, but QA = Af.
b) QA
c) If G is a vector space over Z/p with infinitecardinalitya then G is
a vectorspace over Z/p with cardinality22a. The topologyon G is clearly
importantin this case.
2. Localization in homotopy theory

Let 1 be a set of primesin Z, vacuous or not. There are two examples
of localizationof spaces at 1 which come to mind easily. First, if X is the
suspensionofa connectedspace,thenforeach integern thereis a naturalmap
X X. Picto3
X -~X. Pictorially,X -~X is given by
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It is clear that this map multiplieshomologyclasses in positivedimensions
by n.
We can formthe infinitemapping telescopeof the maps
X

n

>X

m

X

>**

2.1
where n, m, etc. range througha cofinalset of those integersobtainedfrom
primesnot in 1 by multiplication.
We obtaina new space Xl containingX. An easy argumentusing the
compactnessof cycles and homologiesshows X X, localizes homology,
2.2
HEX- (H1X)1.
In the secondexample Y is any space with a continuousmultiplication
of its points. Y e Y can be definedby raisingpointsof Y to the n'h power.
This map multiplieshomotopyclasses by n if Y has a unit. Again let Yj
denote the infinitemappingtelescopeof
n

m

n, m, etc., as above. The compactnessof the sphereand disk impliesY-e Y,
localizes homotopy,
2.3

wiY1

(wiY)i

The main theoremof this sectionon localizationasserts 2.2 and 2.3 are
equivalentformanysuch spaces. So we can deduce
forthe suspensionexample,wjX- (wrX),, and
forthe Hopf space examples,HjXj _ (H1X)j.
Thus suspensionsand H-spaces have good localizationsfromthe point of
view of the invariantsof algebraic topology.
The suspensionconstructionforsphereswas used by Adams in studying
on spheres (away from2).
multiplications
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The H-space constructionwas needed in [16] to express the resultsdeterminingthe structureof G/PL, the classifyingspace forsurgeryproblems
"at 2"
in geometrictopology. The structurefoundthere was verydifferent
fromthat "away from2". It was natural to wonder what moregeneral
localizationof spaces was possible. Interestinglyenough there is quite a
generaltheory.
In this section we generalize the suspensionexample to a cell by cell
localizationof a simply-connected
cell complex. Each cell of the original
space X is replacedby a "local cell" of the new space Xl.
The H-space example generalizesto a stage by stage localizationof any
principalPostnikovsystemX. The homotopygroupsand k-invariantsof X
are replacedby the localizedgroupsand k-invariantsof Xl. These constructionsare veryeasy, given Theorem2.1.
In either case we obtain for a simple Postnikovspace X a localization
map X X, which localizes homologyand homotopy. Obstructiontheory
shows X, is universalformaps of X intospaces with local homotopygroups.
Thus localizationsare unique and we have a good localizationfunctoron the
homotopycategory'generatedby simplePostnikovspaces.
We discuss brieflycertain localizationsof more twisted spaces. The
sectionends with some examplesand certainpropositions
about the rational
typeof X whichis obtainedby invertingall the primes.
Recall that K(7T,n) denotes the space with one homotopygroup w in
dimensionn. Call a space X a simple Postnikovspace if it can be approximatedup to any dimensionby spaces constructedinductivelyfroma point
by principal fibrationswhose fibersare K(r, n)'s, where the w are Abelian.
We referto such a sequenceofapproximationsas a Postnikovdecomposition (or a simple Postnikov decomposition)of X.2 Such spaces were first
emphasizedby E. Dror and Dan Kan who aptly call themnilpotentspaces.
-

PROPOSITION(Kan and Dror). X has a simple Postnikovdecomposition

as aboveif and only if each r,-module ffXhas a finitefiltration
e

=

]Fkr,

c

'k-1,r

c

...
*

c

Fwrn =

mrn

so thattheaction of zr,is trivial on thesuccessivequotients.
Thus wr,is nilpotent and the action of wr,on yz,,is nilpotent. Their point

is this-these spaces behave for manyhomotopypurposeslike simplycon' The objects are spaces having the homotopy type of simple Postnikov spaces. The
morphisms are homotopy classes of maps between these spaces.
2 We refer to the more
general decomposition with non-Abelian K(7r,1)'s and non-principal
fibrationsas twisted Postnikov decompositions.
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nectedspaces. For example we have ordinaryobstructiontheoryformaps
into these spaces, the Whitehead theoremrelating ordinaryhomologyisomorphismand homotopyequivalence, and so on. In fact they comprisea
or homokind of maximal class of spaces where these "simply-connected"
logical techniqueswork.
Unless otherwisestated we shall workonlywiththesesimplePostnikov
(or nilpotent)spaces in this section. We say that a simplePostnikovspace
occurringin some approximatingPostnikovsystemis local;
is local if each wr
that is, ITis a Z1-moduleforthe set of primesI under discussion.
We referto the was the "homotopygroups" of X. We say that a map
1
of some space X intoa local space X,, X Xl, is a localizationof X if it is
universalfor maps of X into local spaces; i.e., given f there is a uniquefL
makingthe diagram
X

X,

,,~
f\
local
space

commutative.'
Local spaces and localizationare characterizedby
THEOREM2.1. For a map
X

X"

of simple Postnikov spaces (nilpotent spaces) thefollowing are equivalent:
i) I is a localization,
ii) I localizes integral homology,
iii) I localizes "homotopy".'
Taking 1 = identity we have the
COROLLARY. For a simple Postnikov space thefollowing are equivalent:
i) X is its own localization,
ii) X has local homology,
iii) X has local "homotopy".
We note here that a map induces an isomorphismof local homology if
and only if it does so on rational homology and on mod p homology for p e 1.
The proof of the theorem is not uninteresting but it is long so we defer
it to the end of this section.
1 Maps are considered up to homotopy.
We give a definition of 7riX(OZL for irX nilpotent in the remark after Theorem 2.3.

2
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We go on to our constructionsof the localizationswhich make use of
Theorem2.1. Recall the local spheredescribedabove as an infinitemapping
telescope. The inclusionof Si Si as the firstspherein the telescopeclearly
localizeshomology. In positivedimensionswe have
0
Z

0,
lim

j +,
Z=

ZI,

Thus by Theorem2.1, 1 also localizes homotopyand I is a localization.
This homotopysituationis interestingbecause the map inducedon homotopy
by a degree d map of spheresis not the obviousone; e.g.,
i)
S' S' inducesmultiplicationby d2 on Z c ,7S4. (H. Hopf)
ii) S'
S' induces a map representedby the matrix (?
0) on W8S4
Z/2& Z/2. (David Frank)
COROLLARY. The map on d torsion of wj(Si) induced by a map of degree
d is nilpotent.

Definition. A local CW complex is built inductivelyfroma pointor a
local 1-sphereby attaching cones over the local sphere using maps of the
local spheresS, into the lower"local skeletons".
Note. Since we have no local 0-spherewe have no local 1-cell.
THEOREM2.2. If X is a CW complex with one zero cell and no one-cells,
there are a local CW complex Xl and a "cellular" map
X_

XI

such that
i) I induces a bijection between the cells of X and the local cells of Xl.
ii) 1 localizes homology.
COROLLARY. Any simply-connected space has a localization.

Proofof Corollary. Choose a CW decompositionwithone zero cell and
zero one-cellsand consider
X-

XI

constructedin Theorem2.2. By Theorem2.1, 1 localizes homotopyand is a
localization.
Proof of 2.2. The proofis by inductionoverthe skeletons{X4}. Assume
1.
S ~~~~~~~~a
we have constructedXI
X,1 satisfyingi) and ii), and let So X7 be an
attachingmap forX"+1. Considerthe diagram
-
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a

So

Xn

I

S1

In

a;4t

Xl

By Theorem 2.1, we have a unique factoring a'.

We can then attach the

+ satisfying i).
appropriate local cells to Xl, to obtain Xn+1-Xl
an
exact
sequence argument.
easy
ii) by
Then let Xl = U,, Xl' to complete the proof of the theorem.

In+l

satisfies

There is a construction dual to the cellular localization for simple
Postnikov spaces. Let X be a Postnikov decomposition

Xan

\\

K7,d,
~~~~k-invariant

1

XO=

We say X is a "local Postnikov decomposition" if each 7ris local.
THEOREM2.3. If X is any Postnikov decompositionthere is a local
Postnikov decomposition Xl and a Postnikov malp
X-

> XI

which localizes "homotopy groups" and k-invariants.
Proof. We induct over the number of stages in X. Assume we have a
map of the n-stages Xn --.X,,localizinghomotopygroups,and let Xn--+K
be the primaryobstruction(or k-invariant)of the (n + 1)-stage Xn+1 - x,".
By Theorem 2.1 we have a unique extension k' in the diagram

k;

K

k'

K,
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where K, = K(A,, n + 2) if K = K(A, n + 2).1 The induced map on the
fibersgives the desiredX'+1 Xl+" and we are done.
COROLLARY. Any simple Postnikov space has a localization.

of the space.
Proof. ApplyTheorem2.3 to a Postnikovdecomposition
Remark. This argument shows us what w0 Z, should mean for a
nilpotentgroup r. Let X = K(r, 1) with the Postnikov decomposition
correspondingto the lower central series of w. We localize the Postnikov
of
systemusing ii) iii) of Theorem2.1 with the inductiveinterpretation
Xl.
resulting
space
of
the
w
group
fundamental
is
the
Then
Z1.
0)
rX"
03Z,
In wO9Z1, x xi, is a bijection for (n, l) = 1. In fact
7r0DZ, is
square
fiber
the
Also
groups".
"I-divisible
such
into
of
7
maps
universalfor
1.10 is still valid. These points are easy to see using inductionover the
lowercentralseries of r.
So choose for each cell complexX a particularcell complex Xl and a
I
Xl, say an inclusion. Then given a map
particularlocalizationmap X
~~f
f
X L Y the compositionX
Y
Y1has a unique extensionup to homotopy
over Xl by obstructiontheory(see proofof 2.1). In particularwe have
-

-

THEOREM2.4. There is a canonical localization functor on the homotopy category generated by simple Postnikov or nilpotent spaces.

Actually the obstructiontheoryargument allows much more precise
functorialstatementsabout localizationin a given situation. For example,
some functionspaces and fibrationsare localized (functionby function)and
(fiberby fiber)in Section4.
Xl
THEOREM2.5. The localization functor X
spaces,
simple
connected,
of
a) preserves fibrations
b) preserves cofibrations of simply-connected spaces.

Proof. a) and b) followrespectivelyfromthe homotopyand homology
propertiesof localizationusing Theorem2.1.
We note here that no extensionof the localizationfunctorto the entire
S2
double cover

S1,

.-S'---RP'

double
cover

natural inclusion

RP- = K(Z/2, 1)
1 Using the universal coefficientsequence over Z1 one sees that a map which induces an
isomorphism of Z1 homology also induces an isomorphism of Z1 cohomology.
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homotopycategorycan preservefibrationsand cofibrations.For this,consider the diagram. The verticalsequence is a fibration(up to homotopy)and
the horizontalsequence is a cofibration.If we localize "away from2", i.e.,
if 1 does not contain2, we obtain
S2

1.
RPI

*.

If cofibrations
were preservedRP2 should be a point. If fibrationswere
preservedRPI should be SI (whichis not a point).
It is interestingto ask what localizationsare possible formore general
spaces.
Note (localizationof twistedPostnikovspaces).
A) The fiberwiselocalization of Section 4 allows some treatmentof
non-simplespaces X. For example,let X'
X be a coveringcorresponding
to a normalnilpotentsubgroup7rof w1Xwhich acts in a nilpotentmanner
on the higher homotopygroups. Then we can localize the fibersin the
fibration
-

X'-i

>X

>K(w1/r,1)

to obtaina partial localizationof X. The new space Xl is the total space of
a fibration
Xli

> Xl

> K(w1/r,1).

Thus the higher homotopygroups of Xl are those of X localized; while
7r1Xlis the naturalextension
1

>

-o

w1X4-''-

w/

-

1

a partiallocalizationof w1X.
B) There is a more algebraic view of localizationdue to Bousfieldand
Kan. First of all Kan has a constructionfor convertingan arbitraryspace
into a tower of nilpotentspaces. Then ordinarylocalizationmay be employed[6]. In thisapproachthe firststep is to formthe nilpotentcompletion
of the Kan group complexfor the space of loops on X. Then "algebraic
localization"is possible. This "algebraic localization"is the natural extension via inverselimitof localizationof nilpotentgroups(discussedabove) to
inverselimitsofnilpotentgroups.
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This construction
gives our localizationon nilpotentspaces by uniqueness
and has the advantage of being definedin a very rigid way for all semisimplicial complexes. For non-nilpotentspaces the change in homotopy
groupspresentsan interestingnew problemin homotopytheory.
C) For localizationat Q, discussed specificallyin the section, a completelydifferent
approach is possible. On a triangulatedspace therelives a
natural rational de Rham algebra of differentialforms [17]. From this
algebra a towerof Q-nilpotentspaces can be constructed. This toweragrees
withthe Kan-Bousfieldlocalizationof general spaces.
The rational type of X.

When 1 is vacuous we referto Xl as the rational type of X and denote
it XQ. Of course XQ is the most drastic localizationof X since its higher
homotopyand homologygroups are convertedinto rational vector spaces,
while 7r,becomesa groupin whichextractionof n nth-roots
is always possible
and unique.
wriXQ-(wrX)(? Q. HiXQ - (HiX) ( Q.
One use of XQ is that of a base for meldingthe more subtle p-primary
structuresof X.
If 1 U l' is a partitionof the primesinto two disjointsets, we can form
the homotopycommutativesquare
X

X

X,X

->

XQ.

Taking homotopygroupsgives a fibersquare by 1.10 so X has the homotopytypeof the path space fiberproductof
X,

XvT

XQ.

Example. Consider G/PL, the union of the homogeneousspaces constructedfromthe spaces Go of properhomotopyequivalencesof Euclidean
of R" as X approaches
space R" and the spaces PLn of PL-homeomorphisms
infinity.
G/PLclassifiessurgeryproblems.Treatingthe classicalsurgeryobstructionsas homotopyinvariantsleads to a completehomotopyanalysis of this
space. These calculations can be expressed in terms of the localizationsof
G/PL at 2 and away from2. In fact
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(G/PL)Odd- (Bo)Odd

(G/PL), _- Y x JII00K(Pip X)
where B, is the classifyingspace forthe stable orthogonalgroup, Y is the
total space of the fibration
over K(Z/2,2) withfiberK(Z(2,),4) and k-invariant
SSq2, and Pi is the period-foursequence of groups,

O Z/2,O Z(2,,O Z/2,O

Z(2)f

....1

Thus (G/PL)Q f
K(Q, 4i), and we have that G/PL has the homotopytypeof the fiberproductof the diagram
Y x IfK(Pi,

i)

An

K(Q, 4i)

(BO)Odd -> fiP

where p is the Pontrjagin characterand n is the natural map induced by
tensoring{P*} with the rationals.
This analysis applies to G/Topusing the triangulationwork of Kirby
and Siebenmann. Here we have
(G/Top)Odd -

(BO)odd

(G/TOP)2

][J~o 1

K(Pi f i)

We shall pursue this discussionand the relationof G/PL and G/Topto
of manifoldsin Part II. (See also [181.)
the classification
In the next sectionwe shall considermore drasticdecompositions
of X
in termsof XQand p-adic completions.To set the stage forthis discussion
we shall provetwo propositionsabout rationalhomotopytypes.
As a corollaryto the first(Lemma 2.6) we have the followingprinciple:
If a homotopyprobleminvolvingonlyfinitelymany simply-connected
finite
complexescan be solvedfor thecorrespondingrational types,thenit can be
solvedfor thelocalizationsaway froma certainfiniteset of primes.
For example,the problem"does the finitecomplexX have a continuous
multiplicationwith unit?" is expressiblein terms of the finitediagram of
finitecomplexes,
Xx

X

inclusion
XU X ffold X .

Here the map , is the desiredsolution.
1

Z(2) means the integers localized at the set of primes {2}.
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FromLemma 2.6 we have an interpolatingsequence of finitecomplexes
betweenX and XQ,
X-

X>X1

)X2

'

=U X.***XQ

whereeach map is a Q-equivalence.
If XQhas a multiplication,
considerthe diagram
XQ X XQiQ

Ii

X X X

XVX

XQ

X,,e

J

fold X.

The factoring se,, exists since X x X is compact.

The map

in

is a Q-

equivalence between finitecomplexes so it is also an equivalence outside
somefiniteset of primesS. If I is the set of primescomplementaryto S,
thenit followsthat X, has a natural multiplication.
To solve the original homotopyproblemwe have to concentrateon the
finitesingularset ofprimesforthe rationalsolution. For thisworkthe p-adic
completionsof the next sectionare oftenmoreusefulthanlocalizations. The
assemblyprocedureis explainedthereby the conceptofa coherentgenotype.
A properdiscussionof this theoryis simplifiedby the secondproposition
(Lemma 2.7) which asserts that there are no phantom maps into spaces
whose "homotopygroups" are rationalvectorspaces of finiterank.
Note (furtherremarkson multiplicationsin spaces).
the existenceof a multiplicaA) By the workof Hopfand Milnor-Moore
tion for a rational homotopytype is equivalent to the vanishing of the
k-invariants.For a finitecomplexthis means X is Q-equivalentto a product
of odd-dimensionalspheres II S. The compactnessargument above then
shows X and II S are equivalent when we localize each away froma finite
set of primes.
At each primeof this finiteset, X may be equivalent to localizationsof
various Lie groupsas recentexamplesof Zabrodskyand othersshow.
B) If we ask for an associative multiplicationon a space homotopy
equivalentto X, the set of singular(bad) primesfora rationalsolutionmay
not be finite. For this question implicitlyinvolves infinitespaces. This is
"finda space B so that X is equivalentto the
clear fromthe reformulation,
space of loops on B".
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For example,if X is the seven dimensionalsphere, XQ = K(Q, 7) which
is equivalent of course to loops on K(Q, 8). Thus we have an associative
multiplication
on S7 overthe rationals. But it can be shownthat the (unique)
rationalsolutionof this problemcan onlybe lifted to the localizationof S7
at the set of primeswhich are congruentto one modulo4. (See "Principal
spherical fibrations"in Section 4 for a more complete discussion of this
phenomenon.)
Examples of rational types.
i) SQn
K(Q, 2n +-)RP12)
ii) SQ(

fiber (K(Q, 2n)

x'

x2

+

K(Q, 4n))

x
iii) CPQ fiber(K(Q, 2)
K(Q, 2n + 2))
iv) (B,,)9= II" K(Q, 2i)
v) Let V be a finite polyhedron.' Then there is an integer k=
k(dimV) so that if x e H2n(V, Z), k fxis naturally representedby the Thom
class of a subcomplexVxc V with a complex normalvector bundle Ex. In
this representationx restrictedto Vx gives the nthrationalChernclass of
Ex while the lower rationalChernclasses of Ex are zero.
Proofs. i)-iv) are checkedby computingrationalcohomology.The isomorphismin iv) is given by the rational Chern classes and impliesthe universal space forthe geometryof v), MUn, has rationaltype
cofiber(fl'n-

K(Q, 2i)

II>

-

K(Q, 2i))

Thus (MU,)Q has K(Q, 2n) as a canonical retract. By obstructiontheory,
forany d-skeletonof K(Z, 2n) thereis an integerkd and a diagram
K(Z,

)

2f)d-skeleton

MiUn

.kdl
K(Q, 2n)

-,

(MU.)Q

The desiredsubcomplexesare producedby transversalityusing L.
LEMMA 2.6. Let X be a simply-connected
space whosereducedintegral
homologyconsists of finitelymany rational vectorspaces of finite rank.
Then X is equivalent to an increasing union of finite complexes whose
integral homology
groups(mod torsion)embedin thoseof X as an increasing
union of subgroupsof maximal rank.

Proof. X is equivalentto someincreasingunionof finitecomplexes{ Yj
1 In case V is an oriented smooth manifold this example shows the smooth submanifolds
of V generate the rational homology in every dimension.
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which are simply-connected.We can assume each inclusion Ye, X is a
surjectionof rationalhomology,afterdiscardingthe firstfew spaces.
Suppose H*(Yn;Q) H*(X; Q), for some n, is actuallyan isomorphism
for i < q - 1. Then consider
-

Hq(X, Y.; Q)

0

Hq( Y.; Q)

Hq_(X; Q) -*0.

Th

7cq(X,Y,)
By the Serre formof the relative Hurewicz theorem,image h contains
a set of generators. We can then attach a finitenumberof q-cellsto Y, in
X, killingimagej and makingi intoan isomorphismin dimensionq - 1.
The rationalhomologypictureabove dimensionq - 1 is unchanged. So
we can continuein this way to finda new finitecomplexXAso that
i*

Hq(Xn,Q) - Hq(XI Q)
forall q.
forq < dimensionX". It followsthat i* is an isomorphism
Now X, is containedin some Y. for m > n. We can modifyY. to get
so on. Then X = U X,, and the theoremis proved.
and
X.
LEMMA 2.7. Let X be a space whose "homotopy groups" are finite
dimensional Q vector spaces. Then if Y is a countable complex, two maps
f

Y = X are homotopic if and only if they are homotopic on each finite subcomplex of Y.

Proof. Write Yas the increasingunionofconnectedfinitesubcomplexes
Y,. Let Fn denotethe (based) functionspace XI". Then we
Ys Y=Ui0
have
i) an inversesystemof spaces {F.};
ii) an inversesystemof pairs of points{f. and g.} in {F.};
iii) paths in F. connectingfi, and go not necessarilycompatible. The
homotopyclasses of such paths forman inversesystemof sets {H.};
iv) an inverse system of groups {G.} = {w1(Fn, f")} acting on the system

of sets {IH}. Each action is free with one orbit, and the maps Hn1,
are equivariantwith respectto the natural maps Gnat-p G-.
Our tasks are to

H1

a) prove that lime HLf# 0;

b) realize a formalhomotopyin lim, H. by an actual homotopybetween
f and g.
Now b) is easy ifwe thinkof Y as the infinite
telescopeon the Y.'s. a) is
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moresubtle and makes use of the hypothesison X.
The main point of the proof is to show that the groups Go are Qnilpotent. That is, Go has a finiteascendingcentral series with successive
quotientsfinitedimensionalvector spaces over Q. The argumentproceeds
in the followingway.
i) Considertwo finitecomplexesK and K' whereK is obtainedfromK'
by attachingan n-cell. There is an easily derivedexact sequence
>
w2(XKI,

g

)

X-

w1(XK,g) no1

(XK',

g')

Z X.

We will assume inductivelythat we have shownthat
a) wZ(XK', g') is Q-nilpotentand
b) wn(XK', g') is a finitedimensionalQ-vectorspace, n> 1.
By exactness, our hypothesison X, and b), image r7is a finitedimensional Q-vectorspace. A direct geometricargument shows that image 72
lies in the center of r1(XK, g).I Thus w1(XK, g) is a central extensionof a
rational vector space by image r

=

kernel v.

we will have establisheda)
Once we have shownkernelv is Q-nilpotent,
forK. b) followsforK using the part of the exact sequence to the leftof
Zn+,X.

ii) Now Q-nilpotentgroups enjoy the properties
a) kernelsof maps betweenQ-nilpotentgroupsare Q-nilpotent,
b) images of maps betweenQ-nilpotentgroups are Q-nilpotentand
c) any descendingsequence of Q-nilpotentgroupsis finite.
Now a) completesthe discussion of i), and b) and c) then imply that
the inverse system of groups {G.} = {wz(Fn,fn)}is Mittag-Leffler.That is,
forany n, nfk> image (Gk - Gn) = image (Gk-n GO)forsome k1cThe proofis completedby observingthat the inverse system {H"} is
because {G.} is and the actions of Goon H. are freewith one
Mittag-Leffler
follows
It
easily that lim {Hn} t 0 and we are done given the
orbit.
algebraicpropertiesa), b), and c) of Q-nilpotentgroups.
iii) Amongnilpotentgroups Q-nilpotentgroups are characterizedby
a') (x F x") is a bijectionforall n > 0,
b') thereis a finiteset xl, ***, x, in the group so that everyelement
may be expressed as a word in the xl, ...

X,x

with rational exponents.

Proof. An easy inductionusing the central series shows a Q-nilpotent
group satisfiesa') and b').
1 The idea is that two elements in 7r,(XK, g) commute if they have disjoint support.
Elements in image g are concentrated on the n-cell while any element in 7r1(XK, g) is supported
off the n-cell.
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Calculatingwith commutatorsshows that the lower central series of a
group satisfyinga') and b') has successive quotients which are finite
dimensionalQ-vectorspaces.
of Q-nilpotentgroups makes b) clear. c) is proved
This characterization
by inductionon the nilpotentcomplexityof the ambientgroup.
If G' denotes the commutatorsubgroup of G and *- Gj,
Ga

s>

G is* ->a descending sequence of Q-nilpotent groups, then

*

GP+,

G'

G! *-

is a descending sequence of smaller nilpotentcomplexity. By induction
= G' for some i. But then the original sequence can have no
*--=
morethan
i + dimQ(GI/G')
distinctmembers. This provesc).
To provea) note that a kernelKc G satisfiesa'). Then it is easy to see
that KS (ascending Q-series for G) is an ascending Q-series of K. The
successive quotientsare clearly finitedimensionalQ-vectorspaces so K is
Q-nilpotent.This completesthe proofof the lemma.
Proofof Theorem2.1. First we show ii) and iii) are equivalent. For
thiswe need threegeneralremarks. Remarka): For studyingthe map

we can consideran associatedmap of Postnikovdecompositions
Xn

(X
in1

I~~~

1

x-l (X')"-'
31
1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
k~(

K(irqdna
where XI = X=

{lnth

X=

1, 2,3,**X

k-invariantof XI

K(ir'yd,,)

*, the vertical sequences are fibrations,and
X

X` = lim
{X

)}

(X

(The use of lim here is innocuousbecause of the skeletal convergenceof
Postnikovsystems. In Section3 we considera morenon-triviallim situation
and illustrateone of the pitfallsof lim.)
Remarkb): For studyingthe maps
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d

K~ll,

) K(ir'q dna)

whichare inducedby homomorphisms
k

we have the diagram

II

>

P

P
K(r', n + 1).

K(wr,n + 1)->

Here P, "the space of paths", is contractibleand the verticalsequences
are fibrations.
Remarkc): If we have a map of principalfibrations
f

F
E -

F'
)E'

'h

then
i) if all spaces are connectedand nilpotentand two of the maps f, g,
and h localize homotopy,then the thirddoes also;
ii) if two of the mapsf, g, and h localize homology,the thirddoes also.
The proofof i) followsfromthe exact ladder of homotopyusing 1.5 as in
1.7, with a little care for r1.
The proofof ii) has two points. First, by 1.8 if two of the homologies
F1
Ft

'H*E

H* B'

are local the third is also. Second, if we know the homologieson the right
are local then to completethe proofof ii) it is equivalentto checkthat f, g,
on
h induceisomorphisms
H*(,

Z1)

since, e.g.,
B

t*i(l)

--pi

cla

Zs

i

o

f,g%hi

on
But this last pointis clear since iftwo off, g, h induce isomorphisms
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H*( , Z1) the thirddoes also by the spectralsequence comparisontheorem.
With these remarksin mindit is easy now to see that a map of simple
Postnikovspaces
X -

x'

localizeshomotopyif and onlyif it localizes homology.
Step 1. The case
(X

1

X') = (K(wr,1)

w and w' Abelian .

K(w', 1)),

If 1 localizes homology,thenit localizeshomotopysince w = H1X, w' = H1X'.
If 1 localizes homotopythen
(w

')

-

=

(w

-

i-

)

So 1 localizes homologyif
a) w = Z; for 1 is just the localization
Si

Si

studiedabove.
b) w = Z/pn;for w1= 0 if p 1,
7f = Z/pnif p E 1.
c) general w; take finitedirectsums and then directlimitsof the first
two cases.
Step 2. The case
1

1

If 1localizes homology,then it localizes homotopyas in Step 1 because
-

HnX,

7r' = HnX'.

If 1 localizes homotopy,then we use induction,Step 1, diagram II in
Remarkb) and Remarkc) to see that 1 localizes homology.
Step 3. The general case X

-

X'.

If I localizes homotopythen apply Step 2 and diagramI inductivelyto
see that each XI

(X')"

localizes homology for all n.

Then I = lim In

localizes homology.
If X R X localizes homologyconsider the followingargument. We
have now justifiedthe steps of the proofof Theorem2.3 by the firstpart of
Step 3. Let Y denote the localized Postnikovsystemof X. Then we have
a diagram
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X-

X'

If

4P\

y

and f exists by obstructiontheory(see details below). The maps 1 and l,
localize homologyso f must be a homologyisomorphism.Since X' and Y
are simple Postnikov spaces f is a homotopyequivalence. Thus 1 localizes
homotopy.
Now we show that i) and ii) are equivalent.
If X -) X' is universalformaps intolocal spaces Y, then by taking Y
to be various K(w, n)'s with z local we see that I induces an isomorphism
of
H*( , Q) and H*( , Z/p),p e 1. Thus 1 induceshomomorphisms
of
H*(, Q) and H*(, Z/p),

PC I

which must be isomorphismsbecause their dual morphismsare. Using
the Bocksteinsequence
> Hi(

Z/ps)

Hi(

Z/pls+')

s Z/pn)

>Hi(

>

@

and inductionwe see that 1 inducesan isomorphism
on

H*( , Z/pn) forall n .
Thus 1 inducesan isomorphism
on
H*(, ~Z/p-)
since takinghomologyand tensoringcommutewith directlimit,and
=

Z/p-

lm

Z/pn

Ppet.

Finally I inducesan isomorphism
of
H*(

Z1)

using the coefficient
sequence
?

> Z,

>Q

> Q/Zj

0

and the equivalence
Q/Z1

Z/P

Now X' is a local space by definition.Thus the homologyof X' is local
by what we provedabove. This proves i) impliesii).
To see that ii) impliesi) considerthe obstructionto uniquely extending
f to f, in the diagram
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X'

X-

f\

y.
These lie in
H *(X', X; "w* Y")
Now "wz*
Y" is a Z,-moduleand I induces an isomorphismof Z, homology.
Using the natural sequence (over Z1)
0

-

Ext (Hi(

,

Z1), Z1) -

H$+(,

Z1)

-

Hom (H+1(

,

Z1), Z)

-

0

we see that I induces an isomorphismof Z1-cohomology.By universal
coefficients
(over Z1) the obstructiongroups all vanish.
Now thinkof Y as the actual inverselimitof its n-stages, Y lim Yn.
The above calculationsshow
i) each composition X

f

Yf Y-

Y extends over X',

ii) any two such extensionsare homotopic,and
iii) any two homotopiesbetweentwo such extensionsare homotopic.
i) and ii) enable us to findan actual extensionof X f Y over X'.
ii) and iii) enable us to constructa homotopybetween any two such
extensions.'

Thus there is a unique extensionfi, and I is a localization.

Q.E.D.

3. Completions in homotopy theory

In this section we discuss finiteand p-adic completionsin homotopy
theory. The firstmotivationis to be able convenientlyto treat the information comingfromalgebraic geometryvia etale cohomologytheory. Thus
algebraic varietiesand morphismswill providea richsupplyof p-adicspaces
and mappingsbetweenthem.
The secondmotivationis to understandhow the p-primaryand rational
informationin a homotopytype interact. The last theoremof the section
describesan explicit equivalence of categories whichshows how the spaces
and morphismsof classical homotopytheoryare constructedfromrational
spaces, p-adicspaces, and homotopyclasses ofmaps betweenthemrespecting
a rationalcoherencecondition.
We begin by constructingthe finitecompletionX X of a connected
cell complexX. X is a cell complexwith the extra structureof a compact
1 This argumentshows that the localizationconstructionimplicitlyadmits the construction of associated "infinitehomotopies".
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topologyon the mapping sets [ Y, X]. In many cases the homotopytheory
of X is simplyrelated to that of X (Theorem3.1) and even determinesthis
extra topologicalstructure.
We also definel-adic completionsX-* Xl for I a set of primes. Under
the appropriateassumptionson X thereis a "continuous"equivalence
where p ranges over the set of primes. A formalcompletionX Xf is
definedfortreatingrationalhomotopytypes.
These constructionare combinedto make the geneticanalysisdescribed
in the introduction.
One somewhatsurprisingresultof the section is a Hasse principalfor
maps whichasserts thatf is homotopicto g if and onlyiff and g are homotopic afterp-adic completionforeach primep (Theorem3.2).
The constructionof the finitecompletionX was motivatedby the work
of Artin and Mazur. They viewed the completionmore formallyas the
inverse system determinedby the category of all maps of X into spaces
with finitehomotopygroups. We constructthe single space X from this
inversesystemusing a littletheoryabout "compactBrownianfunctors".
Constructionof thefinitecompletionX.
We outline the constructionand beginwith the followingobservation.
Let F denotea space withfinitehomotopygroups. Then the functordefined
by homotopyclasses of maps into F, [ , F] may be topologizedin a natural
way. This (compact)topologyarises fromthe equivalence
[Y. F]

>lima

[ Ya, F]

where Ya ranges over the finitesubcomplexesYa of Y.
Now given X, considerthe category{f}x whose objects are maps
X

2

r1F finite,F connected

F,

and whose morphismsare homotopycommutativediagrams
F
X/I

F'.
This categoryis suitable for forminginverse limits(Proposition3.3 below)
and a functorX is definedby
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X(Y) - im(f1x[Y, F].
The compacttopologyon [Y, F] extends via the inverselimitto a compact topologyon X( Y). Using the compactnesswe findthat the functorX
is representedby the homotopyfunctor[, k] for some CW complex X
(propertyII of compactBrownianfunctorsbelow).
Assumingall this for the moment,we make the
Definition (finite completion). The finitecompletionof a connected cell

complexX is the map of connectedcell complexesX X where X is constructedfromthe inversesystemof spaces {F} above and has the compact
topologyon the mappingsets [X, I determinedby the inverselimit.
As a result of finitecompletion,X2can be thoughtof as a "profinite
space" with profinitehomotopygroups, profinitemappingsets [, X], etc.
It is clear fromthe definitionsthat the finitecompletionis a natural constructionon the homotopycategory.
To justifyour definitionof the finitecompletionand to aid futurecomputationswe discuss a little theoryabout "compactBrownianfunctors".
Recall Brown's theoremthat a contravariantfunctorfromthe category
of cell complexesand homotopyclasses of maps to sets (everythingbased),
Y -

G(Y),

is equivalent to Ye [Y. B] for some cell complex B if and only if two
axioms hold. The Brownaxioms are
i) the natural map
G(V , Yp)

fIp G(Yp)

is a bijection. ("V" denotesone pointunion.)
ii) the natural sequence
G(X U Y) -

G(X) x G(Y)

'iG(X n Y)

is exact.' Here X and Y are subcomplexesof X U Y (fora proofsee [13]).
Motivatedby this characterizationwe make the
Definition. A "compact Brownianfunctor"is a contravariantfunctor
fromthe homotopycategoryto the topologicalcategoryof compactHausdorff
spaces satisfyingthe propertiesi) and ii) of Brown.
Note that a set bijectionin propertyi) implieshomeomorphism
because
the natural map is continuous, G(V, Yp) is compact and Jl G(Y~) is
Hausdorff.
A

BLO
Bg

C is exact whenf(b) = g(b) if and only if b = j(a) for some a eA.
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We will oftenuse the followingtwo propertiesof compact Brownian
functors.
I. (Extensionproperty). Let G be a compactBrownianfunctordefined
only on the subcategorygenerated by finitecell complexes. (We assume
Brown's axioms hold when they make sense.) Then the underlying setvalued functor has a unique extension' to the entire homotopy category
satisfying Brown's axioms.

This unique extensionis given by the formula
(*)

G(Y) = lima G(Yer)

where Ya ranges over the finitesubcomplexesof an arbitrarycomplex Y.
Thus the unique extension is again a compact Brownian functor.

Proof of I. One can check easily that the righthand side of (*) defines
a compactBrownianfunctor. The firstaxiom of Brownis checkedformally.
The second axiom uses the compactnessand the basic fact that the inverse
limitof non-voidcompactHausdorffspaces in a non-voidcompactHausdorff
space. For moredetails see the proofof propertyII below.
This provesthereis at least one Brownianextensionof G to the entire
homotopycategory. To proveuniqueness,notethat any extensionof G maps
to this inverse limit extension. This map is clearly an isomorphismfor
finitecomplexesand so it is forall complexesby Whitehead'stheorem.
II. (Inverse limit property). The arbitraryinverse limit of compact
Brownianfunctorsis again a compactBrownianfunctor.
Note on II. In propertyII we may allow ourselves2to forminverse
limitover any small filteringcategoryC, namely,
i) (smallnessof C) the objects of C forma set,
ii) (directednessof C) everypair of objects c, d of C can be embeddedin
a diagram
c
d

iii) (essential uniqueness of maps in C) if c
thereis a map d e so that the composedmaps c

d is a pair of maps of C
e are equal.

Proofof II. If {Ga} is an inversesystemof compactBrownianfunctors,
definethe inverselimitby
1

Up to canonical equivalence.
See the appendix to Artin-Mazur "Ptale Homotopy" [51 for the formal discussion of
general limits.
2
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(lima Ga)(Y) = lima (Ga( Y)).

The values are naturallycompactHausdorffspaces and the firstaxiom of
Brown is again checked formally.The second axiom is checkedas follows:
Let Go.= lima Ga. Then if (x, y) e Goo(X)x Goo(Y) and x and y agree in
Go,(Xn Y), we have for each index a at least one Alain Ga(XU Y) so that
,",,restrictsto the projectionsof x and y in GarXand GaY respectively. The
set of such [ta is determinedby two closedconditionsand so formsa compact
subspace of Ga(X U Y). The inverse limitof these subspaces is again nonin Goo(XU Y) restrictingto x and y
void so we have at least one element[p,,,
in Goo(X) and Goo(Y) respectively. This proves the non-obvioushalf of
exactnessin

Go,(XUY)->

Go(X) x Goo(Y)-4G,(xn

Y)

Examples.

I. ProfiniteK-theory.Considerone of the natural K-theoryfunctors
definedon finitecomplexes by associating to Y the group of stable equivalence classes of vectorbundlesover Y. Since K( Y) is a finitely
generated
Abelian group the new functorK definedby
K(Y) = limeK(Y) ? Z/n
is a compactBrownianfunctoron finitecomplexes. By propertyI, K has a
unique extensionsatisfyingBrown's axioms, and we have a natural definition of "profiniteK-theory".
II. Spaces with finite homotopygroups. Consider a space F with finite

homotopygroups. It is easy to see by obstructiontheorythat
[ Y, F]

is finite

foreach finitecomplex Y. Thus [ , F] is a compactBrownianfunctorwhen
restrictedto finitecomplexes.
By propertyI we have that the total functor[, F] must be the unique
extensionof this partial Brownianfunctorgivenby the inverselimitformula
F I
[Y. F I _~-lima [ Yaw
So the functor [, F] has a natural compact topology.

III. Spaces with profinite homotopy groups. If {Fa} is any inverse
system' of spaces with finitehomotopygroups, we can use the above
remarksto forman inverselimitspace F so that
1 Over a suitable indexingcategory.
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= lima7riF.
(*)7WiF
By Example II the homotopyfunctor[, Fj has a natural compact
topology. By propertyII of compactBrownianfunctors
lima [ , Fa]

is again a compactBrownianfunctorand is thus representedset theoretically
by [, F] forsome cell complexF. Putting in Si gives the equation (*) and
we see that F has profinitehomotopygroups.
In case the index categorycontainsa countablecofinalsubcategoryit is
possible to representthe topologyon [, F] by a second topologyon the
cell complexF. The second topologyon F induces, via the compactopen
topologyon the functionspaces FI, the above compacttopologyon [Y, F].
For example,foran infiniteproductthe producttopologyon
F=

llF,

plays the role of the second topology.
IV. A counterexample.The essentialnatureofcompactnessforforming
inverselimitsof homotopyfunctorsis easily illustratedby an example. Let
L denotethe inverse limit of the homotopyfunctor[ , S2] using the endomorphisminducedby the degree 3 map of S2. It is easy to check that L(SI)
and L(S2) each have one elementbut L(RP2) has two elements. Thus L is
not representedby [ , B] forany space B.
V. Cohomology with profinite coefficients. If A is the profinitegroup

limiAt, Ai finite,then fromExample III it is clear that
K(A, n) - limi K(Aj, n)

as compactBrownianfunctors. Thus forall spaces X
H*(X, A) = limi H*(X, Ai),

has a natural topology. For example,
and the A-cohomology
H* (X, Z) - limi H*(X, Z/i)

forall spaces X.
For finitecomplexes it followsfromthe universal coefficient
formulae
that we also have
H*(X.
VI.

Z)sAcef

limi H*(X, Z/i) .

The classifying space for profinxite
K-theory. The profinite
K-theory
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Y K( Y) constructedin Example I is classifiedby maps into some space B
because K is a compact Brownian functor. This space B has homotopy
groups
-

Z

o Zo
Z
0

...

o

forthe complexcase and
Z/2 Z/2 0 Z 0 0 0 Z Z/2 Z/2 0 Z 0 0 0 Z...
for the real case using the classical results of Bott on K(Si).
from
cRiB= [Si, B]

K(Si) -lim.

K(St)

?

This follows

Z/n.

In eithercase B may be describedin two ways,
i) B is just the finitecompletionof the classifyingspace B of the usual
K-theory,the unionof Grassmanmanifolds,
B -Unk

Gn,k

(over R or C)

(See Theorem3.7 below.)
ii) B is also the inverse limitof the classifyingspaces Be,forK-theory
in Z/n,
with coefficients
B = limeBe and K(Y)

=

lima

K(Y, Z/n) .

This relationfollowsbecause forfinitecomplexeswe have the isomorphism
K( Y) _=lima K( Y. Z/n)

because of the long exact sequence forcoefficients.
of the finitecompletion
Our justificationand discussionof the definition
will be completedby
PROPOSITION3.3 (Artin-Mazur). The category {f}l whose objects are
maps X FF, w1*Ffinite, and whose morphisms are commutative diagrams

F
X/

F'
is suitablefor forminginverselimits.
Proof. First, {f}x contains an equivalent small sub-category.We can
findone by pickinga representativefromeach homotopytype of the F's.
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Second, the directedness of {f}x is clear. To X-+ F1 and X f2 F2 we
associate X
F1 x F2.
Third, the essential uniqueness of maps in {f}x is clear from the co-

equalizer constructionin homotopytheory. Given
F'
7r

X ".
F

let F" be an appropriatecomponentof
{(p, x) e F' x F': p(O) = f(x), p(l)

=

g(x)} I

Then F" has finitehomotopygroups using the exact sequence
rF'
***,rF - w

f*
9*

wg

F ->*

*

we can formthe commutative
and g o wr
and using a homotopybetweenf o wr
diagram
F""
X

yFf
F.

This completes the proof that {f}x is equivalent to a small filtering

category.
General remarks,computations,and examples.
We study some propertiesof the cell complexX, its extra structure,
and its relationshipto X.
Propertyi). For the space X, the finitecompletionX

X, and the

inverse system {F} over {f}x we have
a) X = l1im~f
x F by definition,
b) (w11X)
c) H*(X, M)

li2m(fx wr1F,
H*(F, M)
limWfjx

forall finitecoefficient
systemsM.
Conversely,the map X - X and the topologyon [ , X] are characterized
by this situation;namely,if {Fa} is any inverse systemof spaces with finite
homotopy groups into which X maps so that (WiX)A - lima,WFa and
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H*(X, M) _ limaH*(Fa,,M) then thereis a "continuous"homotopyequivalence
X _ limaFr.
Proof of propertyi). b) followseasily fromthe definitionby covering
space arguments. For example,forany map X f F considera liftingX F
whereF is the coveringof F correspondingto the image off on 11. Now f
occurs. For example,
is surjective on 11. Also any finitequotient w of w11
take the map X-~ K(wr,1). So the sub-categoryof {X L F} wheref is surjective is cofinaland b) clearlyholds.
c) is also easy to prove. Any class in Hi(X, M), forM a finitecoefficient
system,is inducedby a map X F whereF is a space with (at most2 nonzero) finitehomotopygroups. So the leftmap of c) is onto. Converselyif a
class in Hi(F, M) goes to zero in X, use the class as a k-invariantto constructa (twisted) fibrationover F into whichX maps. This showsthe class
is zero in the directlimitgroup,and c) is proved.
For the converse,firstnotethat we can replacethe big category{X-)F}
by the sub-categoryUs {X- F4n}= {f}#whereFn has zerohomotopygroups
above n. It is clear that the natural map X limfIs Fn is a "continuous"
homotopyequivalence.
Now let Fcn,be the space obtainedfromFarby killinghomotopyabove n.
Fn. We may regard the {Fn}
Then clearlyFor= lima,Fn and limaFor= limnsr
as a subsystemof the systemUs {F4} above.
Propertiesb) and c) forthe {Fa} hold also for the {Fa} and elementary
obstructiontheory may be used to show that {X ,For}is cofinal in
U, {X ) F"} = {f}#. So the converseis proved.
Main example. Let V, denote the underlyingtopological space of a
(finitetype) complex algebraic variety V. So V is made up of a finite
numberof affinevarieties V?c Cndefinedby polynomialequations,
-

-

Zn)= ?} .
Then the Zariski open sets, the complementsof subvarietiesof V, and
finitecoveringspaces of these have algebraic meaning. Of course the first
fact is a tautologywhile the secondis a deep theoremof complexanalysis.
Anyway,we can treat finiteetale coveringsof V,
Vow=

I(Z,, * * *s Zn,) C; C7iiP?(Z1,

U1

U2

.. **

U"

LU image U. = V
V
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whereeach Us is a finitecoveringspace of some Zariski set open in V, in a
Cech-likemannerand constructassociated nerves which recordthe combiin the cover; that is, in the categorywhose objects are
natorialinformation
the Ui and the morphismsare maps UUj which commutewith the projectionsto V([10]).
We obtain an inverse systemof complexes {Na} indexed by the etale
coveringsof V. Using the correspondingcomplexesassociated to coverings
of V by tinycontractiblesets-say the stars of verticesin triangulationsof
V-we obtain a map of V, into the systemof etale nerves{Na}.
The basic comparisontheoremof Artin-Grothendieck
[51is that under
mild assumptionson V (say, V is normal'), the homotopygroups of No are
finiteand
lima zNa and H*( Vt, M) -lima H*(Na,, M)
(zl Vt)=
M.
forall finitew,-modules
Thus limaN, is the finitecompletionV, of V, described above and
definednow here in a purelyalgebraic way.
Remarks on the proof. The fundamentalgroup statementfollows immediatelyfromthe statementthat a finitecoveringof a complexalgebraic
varietyis algebraic.
The cohomologystatementfor the case when V is a non-singularprojective varietydependson the followinggeometricfact: If p e V is contained
in a Zariski open set U c V, then there is a smallerZariski open set W c U
containingp which is a K(w, 1). Moreover,we can choose W so that the
group wis built up inductivelyfroma pointby extendingfinitelygenerated
freegroups.
For dimV = 1, this fact is easy since a Riemannsurface minusa finite
numberof pointsis a K(w, 1) where wis an f.g. (freegroup).
For v = dim V > 1, let S

=

V-

U and consider P the (v

-

1) dimen-

sional projective space of planes Pk containinga given k - 1 plane PO,
wherek + v = 1 + ambientdimension.
If P0 intersectsV transverselyand then only in the complementof S
and p, a Zariski open set X in the space P of the k-planes Pk will i) intersect
V transversely;ii) intersectS only in S - sing S and there transverselyin
d points where d is constant on X; iii) be such that, for some x0e X, the
corresponding Pxk passes through p.

If we remove, for each x e X, (POA Pk) U (Pk n s), we are removing
(degreeV) + d pointsfromeach smoothcurve Pk n v.
Roughly, the singularities have codimension at least two.
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The familyof these deleted curves formsa Zariskiopen W' in V containingp and containedin U. MoreoverW' is patentlyfiberedby punctured
Riemannsurfacesover X. By inductionwe may choosea Zariski K(r, 1) in
X containingx.. Then the desired W is the restrictedfibrationover this
K(w, 1).

f pk n~~~~~

P~~~~

Projection defined
outside P

AMBIENT PROJECTIVE

SPACE

This geometricfact leads ratherquicklyto the eventualfiniteacyclicity
requiredin the nervesNa to get the correctcohomology.
Example 2. Let X = K(Q/Z, 1). Then (WiX)A= 0 and a cohomology
^
Bockstein
check shows X
{K(Z/n, 2)} is suitable for computingX. ThereforeX = lim, K(Z/n, 2) = K(Z, 2). SimilarlyK(Q/Z, n)A _ K(Z, n + 1).
-*

Example 3. If X is the classifyingspace B,2 of the orthogonalgroups
02, thenthe twistedfibrations
K(Z2, 1) whereZ/2acts on
K(Z/n,2) Enplim En, the total space
are suitable for computation, and X
Z/n by x +-x
of the fibration
K(Z, 2)

with the action x F

-

-

X-*

K(Z/2, 1)

x on Z. Theorem3.1 below generalizesthissituation.

Example 4. Let X be a K(r, 1) wherew is the directlimitof the finite
symmetricgroups. Let F denote the direct limitunder suspensionof the
spaces of degreezero maps of SI to itself.
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We can approximate X by the space, {sets of n-distinct points in RN; n,
N large}. Given n points x,, - - *, xa in RN, definea degree n map of SN by
mapping little disjoint islands around the xi onto SN with degree 1, with
the boundary of each island and the sea in between mapping to eoe SN.
We can translate these maps to the component of degree zero, and it
has been checked' that
>F

K(r, 1)

induces an isomorphismof -= Z/2 - w1F and of the cohomology.
Thus K(r, 1)' - F, and the infinite symmetricgroup w is converted by
finitecompletion into the stable homotopy groups of spheres, wOF.
Property ii) (The cohomology and higher homotopy groups of X). In
the previous paragraph we found (wX)A - rX as topological groups. What
about the higher homotopy groups of X?
We also foundlimaH*(Fa, M) -H*(X, M). What about H*(X, M)?
To study these questions we formulate the notion of "good homotopy
groups" of a space. Then we prove the
THEOREM3.1. i) Groups commensurable2
with solvablegroupsof finite

type3are "good"fundamental groups. Finitely generatedAbelian groups
are "good"higherhomotopy
groups.
ii) If X has "good" homotopy
groups then
(w*X)A - wiX and Hi(X, M) _ Hi(XI M)

for all finitecoefficients
systemM.
COROLLARY. If X has "good"homotopy
groupseverymap X-)F

extends
uniquelyoverX. Thus X and X have isomorphicfinitecompletions,and the
topologyon [, X] is intrinsicto thehomotopytypeof X.
Proof of Corollary. This follows immediately by obstruction theory.
To begin our discussion we note that the statement (wkX)A -- kX of
the theorem is not at firstsight the natural statement.
Consider the diagram
>

7rnX

1

(2rX)A

1~~P

This was contributed to by Barratt, Kahn, Milgram, Priddy, Quillen, et al.
Two groups are commensurable if there is a third group which is isomorphic to a
subgroup of finite index in each one.
3 Such groups can be described as solvable groups in which every subgroup is finitely
generated.
2
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where (wlXX1 denotes the "equivariant profinite completion of wnte the inverse limit of the finite w1-quotientsof wn. q exists because 77nX is by

an inverselimitof finitew1-modules.
definition
Now p is always onto but not always an isomorphism.Thus it is more
natural to ask when q is an isomorphism.

Example. Let X = S' V E RP2,the one pointunionof a circlewith the
suspensionofthe real projectiveplane. Onecan checkthat{K(Z/n,1) V E RP2}
is an appropriatesystemfordeterminingX by computingcohomology.The
universal covering space of K(Z/n, 1) V E RP2 is the infinitesphere with
n-copies of E RP2 attached along symmetricpoints of a great circle. So
r2(K(Z/n,1) V ERP2) is the direct sum of n(Z/2)'s with the cyclicaction of
r, Z/n. It followsthat r2k lima(II> Z/2)= fld Z/2with (w1X= Z) c
(w1X-Z) acting by shiftof coordinates.
Now the universal cover of X is the real line with a copy of YRP2
attached at each integerpoint. Thus r2X is (r,3,Z/2 with w1Xacting by the
shiftagain.
f Z/2 =
Z/2)' iH
Then an algebraic calculationshows (w2X),1',
r2X. Thus q is an isomorphism.
On the otherhand, one can computethe finitecompletionof the countable vectorspace V = r2Xto be the double dual of V,
(w2X)A

_ Hom (Hom(V, Z/2),Z/2)

which has a greater cardinalitythan (w2X)Z = r2X. So p is not an isomorphism.
We do not understandthis phenomenonin general, but we can impose
conditionsthat insurethat both p and q are isomorphisms.
We say that w1is a "good" fundamentalgroup if the systemof finite
quotients {ra} of w1has a countable, cofinal subsystem and
Ht(w1,M)

_ limaHi(Wa, M)

_ Hi(lima

Wa, M)

<

00

foreach finitew1-module
M, and all i.
This condition is equivalent to the analogous conditionusing only
forall subgroupsof finiteindex in w1(see below and [5]).
simplecoefficients
group
For any w1we say that the w1-module
wn is a "good" nth homotopy
{Wa} has a countable, cofinalsubsystem
if the systemof finitew1-quotients
and
Hi(rn, A) _ lima Hi(7a, A) - Hi(lim,

Wa,

A) <Ko

forall finitecoefficient
groups A, and all i.
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Now we prove Theorem3.1 with the morerefinedstatement
(7rX)

-(lrX)Al

(lynX)AS

as topologicalgroups.
Proof. We have already treated the case n = 1. For n > 1 the p isomorphismis easy. Since w = wnis a "good" homotopygroup we can take
i = 1, A = Zik to deduce,

finitegroup _ Hom (w,Zik) -lim

Hom (Wa, Zik) -Hom (limaWar,Zik)

From this it is not hard to see that lima Wa _.

But lima nrW (wX),1
by

definitionof {ga}. Thus p is an isomorphism.

Now we considerq. Let Xn denotethe space with the firstn-homotopy
groupsof X and riX, = 0, i > n. Considerthe inductivestatement:there
is a countable simply-orderedinverse system, {Fi} of spaces with (< n)
finitehomotopygroups intowhichX maps such that
i)

(i1*X,),Z, - lima, i>z*Fcn

ii) foreach finitewul-module
M,
lima H*(F , M) z H'(lima,F~,, M) < c.o

Hi(Xn, M)

This is true forn
1 since wz,is a good fundamentalgroup.
Assume we have this forn. Let k denote the k-invariantof X,+1 X"
= 2r+lX
in Hn+2(X,,wr),where wz denotes the coefficientgroup wr,+,X,+1
twisted by izlXl, = w1X. Let kp denote the image of k in Hn 2(Xn,Wp)
where Wzp
ranges throughsome linearlyorderedcofinalfamilyof finiteWrlquotientsof wz. By the surjectivityof ii) kp comes fromFn for some ap.
Use this class over

FC

to form a fibration
K(Zip,X + 1)

Eaf
n

F n.

We do this forevery, and use the infectivityof ii) to fitthesetogether
to forma linear inverse system {Ep} mappingto {Fp} where the ,8's forma
cofinalfamilycontainedin the a's, and the fibersare {Ki} = {K(wp,n + 1)}.
From our constructionit is clear that X,1{Ep} and that i) is true
=
fori n + 1.
Now considera finitewrl-module
M. M definesa local system over a
cofinalsubset of the fl's, whose elementswe also denote Is. We have the
Leray-Serrespectralsequence {E,},
E2=

for the fibrationKp

HP(Fp,
-

E-*

Hq(Kp, M))

-- HP+q(Ep, M) = E.

Fi.
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We can compare the direct limit spectral sequence to those for the
fibrations
K(w, n + 1)

, X.+-,

X,,X

and
K((7)

limpEp

fn + 1)

-

limpF.

We computethe E2-termof the limitsequence,
limpHP(Fpi,Hg(fM)lm

(lim,,p HP(F,,, Hq(Kp, M)))
limpHP(Xn, HI(Kp, M)) , and

= limpHP(lim,xF.n,H(KM)
by property ii) applied to the finitewzl-module Hq(Kp, M).

Now by the Addendumbelow,limpHq(Kp,M) is a finitegroupisomorphic

to each of Hq(K(r, n + 1), M) and Hq(K((w)-,, n + 1), M).

Since this limit is finitewe may interchangethe operationsof taking
cohomologyand directlimit (because limaHomR (C, Ma) _ HomR(C, limaMa)
if {Ma} and lima Ma are finiteR-modulesand C is a freeR-module).
Since this limitis isomorphicto the groups mentioned,we have an isomorphismof the E2-termof all threespectral sequences. The isomorphisms
needed in the analogue of ii) for X,+1 and {En} followfromthe spectral
sequence. The induction is thus completed and the second part of the
theoremis provedgiven the fact provedbelow.
Addendum. The desiredstatementsfollowby inductionon n + 1 using
the path fibrationsK(A, n + 1) *
w, and (w)?.
K(A, n + 2) for A = wrp,
wr.The inducThe statementforn = 0 is our hypothesison the wrl-module
tion is again proved by formingthe limitof the spectral sequences forthe
fibrations
with A = {op} and by comparingit withthe two spectralsequences
forA = wzand (4z)'.
Now it is sufficientto treat the case when M is a fieldof coefficients,
in Fp are
say FX, the fieldof p elements. Then the E2-termswith coefficients
respectively
limp(HP(K(wrp,n + 2)) 0 Hq(K(ilp, n + 1)))
0 Hq(K(7w,n + 1)),
HP(K(w, n + 2))

and
HP (K((7),

n + 2))

0 H(K((7w) 1, n + 1))

The firstis isomorphicto
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? limpHq(K(7Wp,n

+ 1))

So the E2-termsof these multiplicativespectral sequences split into
tensor products of algebras with isomorphic(fiber)factors by induction.
They all converge to the same thing (zero) so the other factorsmust be
isomorphicby the comparisontheorem. This completesthe induction.
Corollaryof proof. If X has "good" homotopygroups and X -) Y is a
map which is finitecompletionon wz1
and satisfieseitherof
i) the higher homotopygroups of Y are profinitewr,-modules
and c
inducesan isomorphism
of cohomologywith finitew1-coefficients,
or
ii) c is wr,-finite
completionof the higherhomotopy,
then c is equivalentto finitecompletion.
Now there are abundant examples of "good" homotopygroups. To
checkwhetherwz1
is good, it is equivalentto checkwhethereach subgroupof
finiteindexin wz1
satisfiesthe "good" conditionusingonlyordinarycoefficients
M. This followsfromthe same sort of spectral sequence argumentused in
the proofof the theorem. For example,to see that Z is a good fundamental
group we need only check the conditionfor M = Zik. A direct computaif we take {Wa} = {Z/n}. The secondisomortion shows the firstisomorphism
phismfollowsfromthe firstusing the fibration
K(Z, 1)

-

K(Z, 1)

-

K(Z/Z, 1)

and the fact that Z/Z is a Q-vectorspace. Thus K(Z/Z, 1) is acyclic for
finitecoefficients.
Now it follows easily that any finitelygenerated Abelian group is a
good fundamentalgroup. But then any finitelygeneratedAbelian group wz
0 Z/n}
is a good ith homotopygroup for any z1. This follows since the {1w
forma natural systemof w1-quotients
satisfyingthe condition(which was
just verifiedin the statementthat wzis a good fundamentalgroup).
Now we can deduce that any solvable group of finitetype is a good
fundamentalgroup;that is, ifwzhas a normalseries with successivequotients
finitelygeneratedAbelian' then considerK(r, 1) built up inductivelyfroma
pointby fibrationswith fiberK(A, 1) forA finitelygeneratedAbelian.
We can regard these A's as the "homotopygroups" in the proofof the
theorem. Since these are "good" the proof goes through to constructa
countable familyof finitequotients of wzsatisfyingthe cohomologypropertiesdesired.
1 One of the characterizations
of these groups.
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From what we said above, a group commensurablewith a "good"
fundamentalgroup is also "good."
Propertyiii) (topologyon X). To study X topologicallyone can put a
"countabletype" hypothesison X (Hom(wX, finitegroup) and Hi(X, M) are
countable)and findthat X can be constructedfroma simple inverse system
(000

F. F -+??

*-+000-

)Fo).

We can make the maps in the simplesystemintofibrationsand consider
the inverselimitspace F,. One can show that k is homotopyequivalentto
the singularcomplexof Fo. and the topologyon [ Y, X]I is determinedby the
compactopen topologyon the functionFy. Thus XVis "representedby a
space with two topologies".
There is perhaps a moregeometricapproach to the completion. In this
pictureX is a cell complexwith a coarsertopologyin which
(X)n-skeleton

-

(X)(n-i)-skeleton

mightbe homeomorphic
forexample to

Rn x cantorset

(E. Dror) .

Finally,there is a furtherstructureon X. Each homotopyset [Y, XI
has natural uniformstructurecomingfromthe inverselimitexpressions

[Y X] = limtf}x[Y. F],

or [Y X] = limlf#Y
[Y. F]I

The uniformtopologyis associated to the discretetopologyon [ Y. F].
More examples.
i) If G is finitelygeneratedand Abelian then
K(G, n

K(G, n)

K(G ( Z. n).

ii) If w*Xis finite,X- X.
iii) An is not the Moore space M(Z, n). S has non-zero rational homology in infinitely
manydimensions(Bousfield).
A faithfulnesspropertyoffinitecompletion.
Now we show that no informationabout maps of finitecomplexesinto
nice spaces is lost by passing to the completion.
THEOREM3.2. Let Y be a finitecomplex2
and letB bea simplePostnikov

space withfinitelygeneratedhomotopygroups.3 Then if two maps Ye B
I The
sub-category {f}# is then essentially countable, and so has a linearly ordered cofinal
subsystem (Lucy Garnett).
2 Actually cohomological finiteness conditions are sufficient.
3 That is, B is nilpotent of finite type.
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are homotopic in the completion of B
f

Y

B -

B.

f and g are actually homotopic in B,
Y.

f

B

Y

9B.

Proof. Since Y is finitewe can prove the theoremby inductionover
the stages in the Postnikovsystemof B. Considera commutativediagram
K

-

. n?1 B

r

|/fn

where

fn+1and fA are constructedfromf,
r is a principalfibrationwith fiberK,
K is the K(wr,
n + 1) with wz= wrn+lBn+l,
B, has the firstn-homotopygroups of B,+,.'

We can apply the based functionspace and obtain another principal
fibration
K-*

J3Y

Bny

The tail of the exact homotopysequencewithf,?1and f.,as base points
looks like
fin)
7c1(Byy

~Bny

7oKY --71>oBY-,.

where
on (f.+1) e rOBYn+;
denotesthe map given by the action of w0oKY
*fn+1
for
the
is
the
point
subgroup
isotropy
I=
image
(f.+1)e 7roBy1;
I(f.+?)
= Hn+1(Y. w).
r preciselycollapses the orbitsof the action of wroKy
There is a similar situation for maps into the completionsB, and B,+,
and we can extract fromall this a ladder,
0

0

-)

-

I(fn+?)

-

{Co

> I(f?+1)

-

Hn+'(Yy

Uw)
-

-

0

{el

{c
Hn+'( Y, 7)

orbitf.+1

-

orbit fl+l

-+

0

We know that c is just finitecompletionby PropertyI of compact
1 Here again we think of the homotopy groups as the successive quotients in a nilpotent
filtration of z*B.
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Brownianfunctors(or by directcomputation).
The burden of the argument is to show that c0 is finitecompletion.
Assumingthis, the theoremis provedas follows:
i) Since the upper row is a sequence of finitelygenerated groups and
finitecompletionis exact for these, c1 is finitecompletion. In particularcl
is an injection.

ii) Assume the theoremtrue forBe. Then iff+?1 g,+l we must have
gn. But then g,+1lies in the orbit of fn+?.Since c1is an injectionwe
have thatf?+,is homotopicto gn+,.
iii) As far as the finitecomplex Y is concerned,B= Bn for n large
enoughso we are done.
To studyc,,considerthe square

7r,(B
Yyfn)

>fIf+

d

7r,(B

Y.

1)
co

f.)

If Af +l)

We claimthat I is in a naturalway a continuoussurjectionoftopological
groups. Furthermore,with respect to this topologyd is just finitecompletion of a finitelygenerated nilpotentgroup.
It followsthat I(fn+1) is a compact group and c0 imbeds the finitely
generatedgroup I(f?+1) as a dense subgroup. Thus c, is finitecompletion,
given our statementsabout d and I.
Discussion of I: The topological structureon the situation arises as
usual fromthe approximationby "finite"spaces.
The proofof Theorem3.1 shows thereis an inverse systemof principal
fibrationswith finitehomotopygroups

~

*

~-

-

approximating

K

-

B+,

>B

.

If we can assume the maps
K

-+1

K, ,

Ei+1 --

,

Fi+1

>

F.

are fibrations,then K B,
B. is obtainedby taking the singularcomE- I
o Foot.as we remarkedabove.
plexes of the inverselimitspaces, KILk
Since lim (XfY) XL as topologicalspaces it followsthat the sequence
,71(

n~sfM)

> 7:oY

~~action

n+1
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is the inverselimitof the finitesequences
7rl5

ft)

l

wKf

action

This explains the topologicalstructurein the map I above.
Discussion of d: Now we use the exact sequence of Lemma 2.7, induction on the numberof cells of Y, and the factthat finitecompletionis exact
forthese groups to compareBY and B Y and prove that 7w,*(BY)f.
7- *(B
Y),
is finitecompletion,and w,(By,f.) is finitelygenerated,nilpotent.
Remark. The proofhas a corollary. The argumentshows BY has "good"
BY is
-r 7BfY is finitecompletion. Thus BY
homotopygroups and 7w*BY
finitecompletion.
I-finite completion.

One can carry out the precedingdiscussionreplacing finitegroups by
i-finitegroups. (I is a set of primesand I-finitemeansthe orderof the group
is a productof primesin 1.) The constructionsand propositionsgo through
without essential change. If we take I = {p} we have X-* Xp, the p-finite
or p-adic completion.
Now spaces whose homotopygroups are finitep-groupsare nilpotentso
XP = limaFP is "nilpotentat infinity"in the sense that thereis an (infinite)
nilpotentfiltrationof the homotopygroups giving a neighborhoodbase at
the identity.' So the p-completionscan be treated like nilpotentspaces,
with (untwisted)homologicalmethods.
For example, any inverselimitof finitep-spaces F~Psuch that
(wX)'

= limp7rFP

and H*(X, Z/p) _ limpH*(FP2, Zlp)

to
gives Xp; that is, Xp limoFIp. We do not need twisted coefficients
characterizeXP.
Thisfollowsas in theargumentabove forX). Now, however,onlyordinary
obstructiontheoryis needed. For example if X is the classifyingspace of
02 B02,the 2-completionis the total space of the fibration
K(Z2, 2)- )-X
K(Z/2, 1) with the twist x x in Z2.
However,the p-completionforp odd is the same as the p-completionof
infinitequaternionicprojective space, QP- = classifyingspace of S3. Thus
the homotopygroups of Xp are the p-completionsof the homotopygroups
S3 relating02 to
of the three-sphere.This can be seen using the map 02
1 Such "pro-nilpotent
spaces" are studiedby a formerstudentof Dan Kan, Emmanuel
Dror.
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the normalizerof the maximaltorus in S3.
This lack of coherencein the p-completionsarises fromthe fact that
Z/2 is an "l-good" fundamentalgroup preciselywhen I containsthe prime2.
For example, for p odd, H0(Z/2, M)

MzI2 # M = H0((ZI2)X, M)) for general

=

Z/2-modules
M.
Now considerthe natural map
X

I

IP X

Since the right hand side is essentially nilpotent X must be essentially
nilpotentif h is an isomorphism.For example:
THEOREM. If X is nilpotent of finite type then X
isomorphism.

PXp is an

This followsfromthe fact that the finiteapproximationsconstructed
in the proofof Theorem3.1 are nilpotentifwe use a simplePostnikovsystem
for X. But a Postnikov argument shows such finitenilpotentspaces are
preciselythe ones whichfactorover the primes:
F = fp Fp if and onlyifF is nilpotent.
As a corollaryto Theorem3.2, we have the Hasse principle formaps
of a finitecomplex into a nilpotentspace of finitetype: two maps X
Y
are homotopicif and onlyif f and g are homotopicat every prime. (That
is, foreach p the compositionsto Yp, X= Y e Yp, are homotopic.)
f
This theoremhas the simple reformulation:if two map X
Y are not
homotopicthereis a space P withonlyfinitely
manynon-zerofinitep-groups
for homotopyand a map Y P so that the compositionsX= Y P are
still not homotopic.
Note also that in this situation of nilpotentspaces of finitetype,each
Y canonicallysplits into a product (over the primes) of maps,
map X
Xp f Yp, by obstructiontheory.
-

-

L

Theformal completion.
Now we considera modifiedformof the finitecompletioncalled formal
completion. This constructionwill be used in the next section where the
problemof characterizingthe relationof the categoryof profinitehomotopy
typesto the classical homotopycategoryis considered.
We need the formalcompletionto treat rational homotopytypes. If
the homotopygroups of a space X are Q-vectorspaces, thenany map
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X

> space with finitehomotopygroups

is trivial. Thus the finitecompletionof X is a point.
However, we can constructa non-trivialcompletionof X by finitely
completingits finitesubcomplexesand fittingthese together. For convenience we treat only countable complexes X. Then X is an increasing
unionof finitecomplexes
X=

U. X.

If we apply the finitecompletionconstructionto the system
Xo

*

-*

>

Xn

) X.,

X,,

>X.+J,1

>

?1

we obtain a system

Xo

>

We definethe formalcompletionXf of X to be the infinitemapping
telescopeof the complexesX". This formalcompletionXf inheritsadditional
structurefromthe {Xn}. Any map of a finitecomplex into Xf goes intoa
finitepart of the telescope,whichhas the homotopytype of some X,. This
shows that
[K, Xf] _-lim. [K, X.]

for K a finitecomplex.
It followsthat the functor[X, f] has a natural topologyon the subcategoryof finitecomplexes. Furthermore,the higher homotopygroups of
Xf have a natural Z-modulestructuresince the homotopygroups of X, do
(being profinite).
Finally note that since X is equivalent to the telescope of X. X,
X,

~* *,l we*have a natural map X

X,

We concludeour discussionwith the

Xf.

PROPOSITION. i) The formal completion X Xf is natural on the homotopy category generated by countable complexes.
ii) If X is nilpotent, then Xf is nilpotent and for the "homotopy
groups" we have "zu*X" ?g)Z.
iii) If X is nilpotent of finite type, then Xf = X.

Proof. The firstpart follows easily fromthe compactnessidea used
above.
For the second part consider the simple Postnikov system

...

)X *+

forX. Suppose we have constructednilpotentspaces of finite
type Ya such that X,
Ua Ycr. Let {wr}be a sequence of finitelygenerated

X.

...

-p

*
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groups whose union is the homotopygroup wrof the fiberXn+1 X,. Now
Hi(Ys, w) = Hi( Ye, limj7r) = limjHi( Ys, ;j) since the homologyof Ye can
be constructedfrom finitelygenerated chain complexes. Thus we can
restrictthe k-invariantfor constructingX,+1 X, to Yc and realize it in
one of the Hi( Ys,it!) Such classes enable us to constructfinitetypeapproximates to Xn,,. Extend this replicationprocess to infinityto constructnilpotentspaces of finitetype P so that limaYP - X.
of Pa. The Y~aare nilpotentoffinitetype
Now considerthe skeletonsY2B
firstcompletesthe homotopy
so
finite
completion
up to a certaindimension,
groups at least up to that dimensionby Theorem3.1. For the successive
quotientswe obtain "w1YB"? Z.
Since Xf = limr, Y25,and "iz*X" = limaA"Z* Ya", part ii) is done.
Part iii) is also done because this constructionshows the natural map
of "homotopygroups".
Xf -h X is an isomorphism
-

-

Example. The formalcompletionof K(Q, r), the space with one nonzero homotopygroup Q in dimensionn, is K(Q ?DZ, n).
Using the Z-modulestructurewe can regardthe homotopygroupas the
freemoduleon one generatorover the ring of finiteAdeles,
Af = Q ? Z = restrictedproduct(over all primes)of the p-adic
numbers.
The ge'netics of a homotopytype.

Now we shall tryto reconstructa homotopytype X fromits irreducible
pieces. Recall that we have the rationaltype XQconstructedby localization
and the finitetypeX constructedby finitecompletion. To allow these spaces
to interactwe need a commonmedium. The mediumis dictatedby each.
From XQ's point of view the mediumis the formalcompletionX1Qconstructedabove. Recall XQfwas obtained by fittingtogetherthe finitecompletionof finitesubcomplexesX1 of XQ,
(XQ)

=

=-

lima XQ .

From X's point of view the medium is obtained by localizing finite
collectionsof the 1-adictypesand fittingthese together,
Xf-lims

(tpes(lQ

X

Mo0s 1

whereS ranges over the finitesets of primes.XAfmightbe called the finite
Adele type of X.
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Now suppose X is nilpotentof finitetype. Then we know that the
finitetype splits completely,

X-IXIIX

where 1 ranges over the primes.

We refer to the natural array of spaces {XQ, X2,

*,

X*

,

} as the

genotypeof X.
Also in this case all of our constructionsare easily followedby what
happens on the "homotopygroups". For example the natural map X Xf
is an equivalenceand X'- XAfis equivalentto localizationXk- XQ.
So if we apply formal completion to X XQ we obtain a natural
equivalence
-

Ce:

(XQ)2ormal

XAf

which preservesthe Z-module strucCx is a class of homotopy-equivalences
ture on homotopy. We referto Cx as the coherenceof the homotopytype.
If we adjoin Cx to the genotypewe obtain the coherentgenotypeof X,
{XQ, X2S X3, *

C;A

}

Now we can use these conditionsto formulatethe notionof an (abstract)
coherentgenotype {XQ, X2, X3, ** ; C}, and these forma category As in a
natural way.
An object of G, is an arrayofnilpotentspaces whose "homotopygroups"
are finitelygenerated over the appropriateground rings togetherwith a
class of homotopyequivalences
C: (XQ)ormal (IL XV)Q
preservingthis modulestructure.
A morphismof G, is an arrayof homotopyclasses of maps {fQ,f2, f3,
respectingthe coherence;that is,
(TJfp)QOCdomain

=

*

}

Crangeo(fQ)formal

Our constructionsso far give us a functorfromthe homotopycategory
generated by nilpotentspaces of finitetype to this category of coherent
genotypes.
We can say a bit more, however,about maps. To X Y we associate
the array {fQ,f2, .,

fp, ***}.

Now by Lemma 2.7, fQ is determined by the

homotopyclass off restrictedto each finitesubcomplexof X. The same is
true forthe f, by PropertyI of compactBrownianfunctors.
So we can collect the maps between X and Y into their "visible"
homotopyclasses (i.e., maps homotopicon each finite subcomplex). We
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obtain the categoryA1 and a functorto the categoryof coherentgenotypes
A0 o,, whichis a kind of arithmetization.
There is a natural constructionin the other direction: interaction.
Start with a coherent genotype {XQ,X2, * ; e}. Form X=
X, and
considerXQand X as subspaces of the mappingcylinderORof a representative of the coherenceC. An interactionis a path in the mediumORlwhose
endpointslie in XQ and X respectively. The space of all interactionsis a
nilpotentspace offinitetypeoverZ.
Similarly,given maps of coherent genotypes {fQ,f2, } we choose
representativesand a map ofmediawhichagrees withtheserepresentatives.
interactionspaces.
By mappingpaths we obtain a map on the corresponding
The homotopyclass of this assembled map on every finitecomplexis
independentof the choicesbecause of the Hasse principleformaps.
So we obtain by interactiona natural functorfromthe category of
coherentgenotypesto the categorygenerated by nilpotentspaces of finite
type (over Z) and visiblehomotopyclasses of maps, , A_01.
DI
THEOREM. Arithmetization

a

and interaction'

+1 are mutually

inverseequivalencesof categories.
Proof. Let I... '} be the interactionspace of the coherentgenotype
... }. Let {X} denotethe coherentgenotypeof X. From our constructions
* }i} I ... }. An inductiveargument
we have natural maps X-+ {X}i, and {...
over the simple Postnikov system using the arithmeticsquare 1.26 and
Theorems2.1 and 3.1 showsthese naturallyconstructedmaps are homotopy
equivalences.
At the inductive stage we use the exact sequence of homotopyfor a
path fiberproduct of spaces to see that we have isomorphismsof the
homotopygroups.
Remarks. I) There is a certain fluidityin the coherenceC. If 1,U
U it is a partitionof the set of primes,then C, can be factoredinto
an r-foldproductof the
12U ...

Ce: (XQ)li-formal

(JIg.l

p)Q

If we carry out the interactionon this level we obtain instead of X,
the localizationof X at li. We have the analogous structuretheoremfor
nilpotentspaces whose "homotopygroups" are finitelygenerated modules
over Z1.
II) The structure of coherent genotypes is rather like that of the
spectrumof the ringof integers. We have one space foreach pointof
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specZ={Q,2,3,

..}.

C bindsthe rationaltype to each primespace, k , and fromC we mayfactor

offa finitecollectionofindependentp-coherences. This reflectsthe topology
of spec Z.

III) This "picture" of the nilpotentfinitetype category clarifiesthe
natureof the informationin the etale homotopytype of a complexvariety
V; that is, if V is nilpotentof finitetype,to determinethe actual homotopy
type of V we must findthe Q-type VQand the coherenceC,. We add this
to the etale homotopytype V and we have the homotopytype of V.
IV) A good illustrationof the genotypemethodin a classical homotopy
problem is provided by the infinitequaternionicprojective space. The
QP- with
problemin its stark formis to constructself-mappingsQPany odd square degree on the four dimensionalhomology. By the theorem
it sufficesto constructa coherentfamilyof mappingson the spaces of the
genotypeof QP-. The rational type of QPO is K(Q, 4). So here we have
endomorphismsof any rational degree, coming fromthe endomorphisms
of Q.
The p-adic type of QP- can be constructedusing etale theory,and the
of any degree
Galois symmetryin the constructionleads to automorphisms
equal to the square of a p-adic unit. To do this we regard QP- as the fiber
-

of Bu

CP_

At this point we have no actual endomorphismof QP- beyond the
identity. The coherenceconditionis expressiblesolelyin termsof the degree
since
K(Q, 4)A - K(Q X Z. 4).
The requirementis met onlyby the degree + 1.
However,forodd p, the p-adic type of QP- has a seconddescriptionin
termsof the classifyingspace of the orthogonalgroup of degree 2. In fact,
as remarkedabove
p odd.
(Bo2) ,
foreach integerk leadingto endomorphisms
Now 02 has endomorphisms
of (QP-) of any degree equal to the square of a p-adic integer. So for the
of QP- using
square of an odd integerk we obtainan endomorphism
of Q,
k12
i) at Q: the endomorphism
ii) at 2: some Galois automorphismcorrespondingto raising the 2nth
rootsof unityto the kthpower,
(QPA
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iii) at p: the endomorphism
of 02 which is raising to the kthpower on
SO2 C02.

Note that onlythese odd squares of integersare visible in the classical
context. The endomorphism
situationon the spaces of the genotypeof QPis considerablyricher.
V) (Varieties in characteristicp.) The etale theoryapplied to varieties
over fieldsof characteristicp yields q-adic homotopytypes foreach primeq
not equal to p. Thus we have all but two of the spaces in a genotype.
If the variety in question can be lifted to the complexnumbers,then
the missingspaces XQand Xp and the coherenceCe can be constructedfrom
the complexvariety. Thus we have homotopy-theoretical
necessary conditionsforthe existenceof a lifting.
The analysis of this obstructionshould be interesting,especially the
relationbetween the sought-afterXp and XQ and the two de Rham cohomologytheories: the crystal theory in characteristicp and the analytical
theoryin characteristiczero.
4. Spherical fibrations

In this section we develop the theoryof fibrationswhere the fiber is
the localized or completedsphere.
One of the main points is to relate these theories to the standard
sphericalfibrationtheory. For example, we show that the stable profinite
theoryis isomorphicto the ordinaryorientedstable theory"direct product
of Z local coefficient
with"-theory
systems. In particular,fiberwisecompletion (on the stable level) embedsthe standardtheoryof sphericalfibrations
intothe profinitespherical theoryas a direct factor. We use this fact to
prove the Adams conjectureforreal or complexK-theory.
The proofgives an interestingunstable formof the Adams conjecture
whichcan onlybe formulatedin the local or profinitecontext.
Definition. A Hurewicz fibration' $: S

-

E

-

B where the fiber is the

local sphere Sr-, n > 1, is called a local spherical fibration. The local
fibrationis orientedif there is given a class in
Ue Hf(E -

B;Z)

2

*; Z,) - Z, upon restriction.
When 1 is the set of all primesthe theoryis moreor less familiar:

which generates Hf(Sn-1
1
2

E -* B has the homotopyliftingpropertyfor maps of spaces into B.
Hn(E -* B) means Hn of the pair (mappingcylinderof E -- B, E).
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classes of S'-'-fibrations
i) the set of fiberwisehomotopy-equivalence
over X is classifiedby a homotopyset
[X, BG0J;
ii) BGnis the classifyingspace ofthe associativeH-space (bycomposition)
Gn

= {Sn-1 _f )S`-

I degf

e

{1}

= Z*1 ;

that is, QBGn-G.
as infinitely
homotopyassociative H-spaces [14];
iii) the orientedtheory'is classifiedby the homotopyset
[X, BsGJ

where B.,, may be describedin two equivalentways:
a) BsG. is the classifyingspace forthe componentof the identitymap
of SI` in G,, usually denotedSG,, or
= Z/2;
b) BSGn is the universalcover of BGns where w1rBG,
iv) the involutionon the orientedtheoryobtainedby changingorientaU, corresponds to the covering transformation of BSG ;
v) there are natural inclusions G. Gn-r
BGn BG,,,, corresponding

tion U

--

to the operationof suspendingeach fiber. The union
BG = Un

BGn

is the classifyingspace forthe "stable theory".
The stable theory for finitedimensionalcomplexesis just the direct
limit of the finitedimensionaltheories under fiberwisesuspension. This
direct limit convergesafter a finitenumberof steps, so we can thinkof a
map into BG as classifyinga spherical fibrationwhose fiberdimensionis
larger than that of the base.
For infinitedimensionalcomplexesX we can say that a homotopyclass
of maps of X into BG is just an elementin the inverse limit of the homotopy classes of the skeletonsof X. This uses the finitenessof the homotopy
groupsof BG (see Section 3). Such an elementin the inverse limitcan then
be interpretedas a compatiblefamilyof spherical fibrationsof increasing
dimensionover the skeletonsof X.
The involutionin the "stable theory"is trivial' and there is a canonical
splitting
BG _

K(Z/2, 1) x BSG.

Some particularexamples can be calculated:
1
2

The fiberhomotopyequivalenceshave to preservethe orientation.
This is the germ of the Adams phenomenon.
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*

BSG1=S'

_BSO2.

BSG2-CP

All higher BG,'s are unknown although the (finite) homotopy groups of

BG =

U1

BGa

are much studied:
stable

1*+1BG_- i-stem-

limkri+k(Sk)

Stasheff's explicit procedure does not apply without (semi-simplicial)
modification to S7 '-fibrations for I a proper set of primes. In this case Si'o
is an infinitecomplex (although locally compact).
If we consider the I-adic spherical fibrations, namely, Hurewicz fibrations with fiber S3-1, the situation is even more infinite. 3j-' is an uncountable complex and therefore not even locally compact.
However, Dold's theory of quasi-fibrations can be used (see [8], p. 16.8)
to obtain abstract representation theorems for theories of fibrations with
arbitrary fiber.
THEOREM4.1 (Dold).
that

There are connected CW complexes B1' and B11so

{S-1

theory of'}~[
fibrations,

"

BIbase

Sfibrations
then divide each set into the respective 7rB orbits to obtain the free homotopy statements of the theorem.
The Main Theorem. We shall use the idea of fiberwise localization and
completion to construct a canonical diagram of theories (n > 1),

I

fSi -fibration1

(*)

theory

J
\fiberwise completion
C

fiberwiselocalization/
/1 ~
~ ~
c
S n-I-fibration
Si''-fibrationl
) fiberwise l
theory
fs
theory
l
completion
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Using Dold's theorem we have a corresponding diagram of classifying
spaces
Ben

7\

(* *)
THEOREM4.2. If n > 1,
i) the diagram

(*) exists;

ii) for the corresponding
a)

the diagram

of classifying

diagram

spaces (**) we have

groups is isomorphic to

of fundamental
Z1
/7*

/

\\

Z*

b) the diagram

>Z1*

covering spaces is equivalent

of universal

(Bsa.)

localization/

to

I

\ completion

oniio
BsG,ncom
(BsG,)1
pletiont
iii) the latter diagram
the covering-space

classifies

the diagram

of oriented theories with

to the action of the appropriate

symmetry corresponding

group of units on the orientations.

Before giving the proof of Theorem 4.2 we shall discuss some of its
corollaries.
Let Aut X denote the singular complex of automorphisms of X: a
X.
simplex a is a homotopy equivalence a x X
-

COROLLARY 1.

We have the table of computations:
Aut Sj'1

Aut S -

Zl

Z

(SG,),

(SG,)

group of components

homotopytype of the component
of the identity

Remark. i) The fiberwiseconstruction of the proof of the main theorem
gives a natural class of maps

Ginfi Aut Sin-1.
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The constructionshows f1has all the homotopymultiplicativeproperties
one might desire. For example fi is equivalent to the loop of a map of
classifyingspaces.
ii) Similar remarks apply to the monoidof all self maps of S1-' of
degree primeto 1, Gj(l). Fiberwiselocalizationagain gives a natural map
A
Aut Sj-1
G,(l)
This map is equivalentto the natural notionof group completionfortopological monoids. Thus these monoidshave homotopyequivalent classifying
spaces. This commonclassifyingspace is the classifyingspace for the
localizedsphericalfibrationtheorydiscussed in the theorem,

I

BI

=

B G,,()-

B

u(S

n-1)

We will not use these facts although they explain somewhat the connectionof our computationswith thoseof Adams in the J(X) papers [1]-[4].
Symmetryin the unstable theories. We have exhibited the spaces
(BsGa)1 and (BsGn)l as universal covering spaces with Galois (or covering
transformation)
groups Z* and Z*. Thus we have interestingself-homotopy
equivalencesof these universalspaces.
For I {p=}, Zl is isomorphicto Z/2QD(the freeAbeliangroupgenerated
by the primesother than p). The correspondingautomorphismsof (BsG,)L
determineautomorphismsof the completion(Bs,1)' which coalesce topologically as a dense subgroup of the compact group of automorphisms,
Z2 -Z/pI) Zp for p odd (or Z _-Z/2 Q Z2 for p-2).
We shall see below (Corollary3) that the homotopygroupsof Bs.. are
finiteexcept forone dimension,
WflBsG

= Z 0 torsionforn even

= Z
w2f-,2BSG,

0

torsionforn odd .

The firstsegmentof finitehomotopygroups correspondsto the first
segmentof stable homotopygroupsof spheres.
Then (BsG,)' has for homotopythe i-torsionof these groups plus one
Z, (in dimensionsn or 2n - 2, respectively).
The units Z* act triviallyon the low dimensional,stable groups but
non-triviallyon the higher groups. For example, for n even we have the
naturalactionof Zj*on
7w
n(B,0.)l/torsion

2ZI

On the highergroups the action measures the effectof the degree a map
on the homotopygroups of a sphere. This action is computableup to ex-
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tension in terms of Whitehead products and Hopf invariants. It seems
especiallyinterestingat the prime2.
The Rational Theory. If I is vacuous, the local theoryis the "rational
theory". Using the fibration
[(Qn1S

SGn

n-1)

> S]ocalized

at 1=0

it is easy to verify
COROLLARY3. Oriented SI-' fibrations are classified by
i) an Euler class in Ha (base, Q) for n even,
ii) a Hopf class in H2'-2 (base, Q) for n odd.
It is also not too difficult'to see an equivalence of fibrationsequences
>
Ievalu-

|_
=class

ation

>

2n--

>SG2,+,/SG2.

SG2n+1

Lonn>SG2n

1

Bs92,n+1]Q
| Hopf
Iclass

K(Q, 4n).

K(Q, 2n)-

n-1

-n
Q ~~White'Qcup
head
product

QS-

BsG2,,Euler
-

square

Corollary 3 has a "twisted analogue" for unoriented bundles. Stably
the oriented rational theory is trivial. The unoriented stable theory is just
the theory of Q coefficientsystems, H'( , Q*).
Note that Corollary 3 (part i), twisted or untwisted, checks with the
equivalence

S 2f-1 -K(Q, 2n

-

1).

The group of units in Q,
Q* = Z/2 D free Abelian group generated
by the primes,
acts in the oriented rational theory by the obvious action for n even and
by the square of the obvious action for n odd.
The Stable Theory. As remarked above we construct a stable theory of
spherical fibrations by considering compatible2families of spherical fibrations
of increasing fiber dimension over the skeletons of the base.
The stability of the homotopy groups in the direct systems
{BGn},

{B}

l,

{Bn}

It is convenientto comparethe fibrations
Son

) SO.+,

) Sn y

(Q nSn),

SG.+,

Sn.

This means compatibility
under fiberwisesuspension(followedby fiberwisecompletion
in the 1-adiccase).
2
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shows that such stable spherical fibrations are classified by a single map
of the base into the appropriate direct limit space,
BG,

B ,

Bol.

A further simplification results from the computations below. The
compactness phenomenon discussed in Section 3 implies for each of the
spaces B above
[X, B] -limskeletons
Xk of X [Xk, B]
Thus a stable fibration is determined up to isomorphism by the isomorphism classes of the various fibrations over the skeletons of X, and the
compatibility isomorphisms are relevant only in that they exist.
Similar remarks apply to the stable oriented theories which are classified
by mapping into the appropriate universal covering spaces.
COROLLARY 4.

i) For the stable oriented theories, we have the isomorphisms
oriented stable
i-local theory

_

=

oriented stable - [
1-adic theory =[

'

Hp6e(BSG)P]X

ii) The unoriented stable theoryis canonically isomorphic to the direct
product of the oriented stable theory and the theory of Z1 or Z1 coefficient
systems.
stable 1-local
[
K(ZI, 1) x Jpel (BSG)P]I
theory
stable [adi
[
K(Z"*, 1) x llpei (BSG)P]
iii) The action of the Galois group is trivial in the stable oriented
theory.
Proof. i) Because of the rational structure,
lim", ((BSG,)l

(BS~~ )

is an isomorphism. This proves the first part of i) since these direct limit
spaces classify the stable oriented theories.
On the other hand, since BSG has finitehomotopy groups,
Hlp l(BSG)P

=

(BSG)l

_ lim.

(BS G)1

which completes the proof of i).
ii) Consider the local case. A coefficientsystem, o e H'( , Zl ), determines an S1'-fibrationa by letting the units act on some representative of
Si by homomorphisms. (A functorial construction of K(Z1, 1) will suffice.)
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twisted)
-Y,a*'y is a (cohomologically
Now forany orientedS,"+'-fibration
where a*-ymeans fiberwisejoin.
S1n+'-fibration,
One easily checks (using the proofof Theorem4.2) that this constructionleads to a homotopyequivalence
K(Z*,

1) x lim, (BsG,)l

I im Bn1

The 1-adiccase is similar. a*') is constructedby fiberwisejoin followedby
fiberwisecompletion.
iii) The action of the Galois group is clearly trivialusing ii). Or, more
directly,note that the fibrationS*'Y has automorphismswhich change the
orientation,when -Yis any orientedfibrationand S is the trivial SI or S1fibration.
Remark. Part iii) of Corollary4 is a kindofpurelyhomotopy-theoretical
Adams conjecture.
Also the proofof part ii) shows how Whitneyjoin' makes the stable
theoriesintoadditive theories.
The Adams conjecture. Let K denote the profiniteK-theorydiscussed
in Section3 (either real or complex). Recall that K associated to each cell
complexa compact topologicalringwhich forfinitecomplexesis the finite
completionof the usual K-ring.
K is classifiedforall spaces by maps into the finitecompletionB where
B is the infinitegrassmannianclassifyingordinaryK-theory.
K has a beautiful symmetrywhichwe shall discuss fromtwo pointsof
view.
The group of symmetriesis the group of units in Z.
The firstdescriptionuses the famousoperationsof Adams

K

k

K,

keZ.

Recall that /k is definedin terms of the Newton polynomialsin the
exteriorpowersof a vectorbundle
*'V = A'V = V
*2V = V? V - 2A2V
of K.
and gives ringendomorphisms
The integerk definesan element(k) e Z* by giving the automorphism
of Z=
,Z
1

Followed by fiberwisecompletionin the 1-adiccase.
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k.x if xeZ
x
if xeZ

, (k, p)=1
1.
, (k,p)

The set of such elementsis dense in Z*.
Similarly *k definesan automorphismof K = jJ, k by (a

yak)

where

e K, and
E

(k, p) = 1

)p()if

It is possible to show by direct computation[1]-[41 that the familyof
automorphisms{(k): k e Z} extends by continuityto a continuousgroup
action of the profinitegroup Z* on K. This will also followdirectlyfrom
our second description. We shall referto this group of symmetriesof K,
whichembodiesthe isomorphicpart of the Adams' operations,as the Galois
group Z* acting on K.
Now note that an element in K has a naturallyassociated stable fiber
homotopytype. This followsfromthe existence of the natural extension
J in the diagram of universal spaces
B
finitecompletion/ \J

B

/

\X

-'BGX

J

J exists because BG has finitehomotopygroups. J is definedas usual by
classifyingthe increasing sequence of canonical sphere bundles over the
increasingunionof finitegrassmannianscomprisingB.
One of the main pointsof this work is to prove the
THEOREM(Adams conjecture). The stable fiberhomotopytype of elements
in profinite K-theory (real or complex) is constant on the orbits of the Galois
group.

This theoremfollows most naturallyfromthe second descriptionof
the symmetryin K. We will sketch this descriptionwhichuses ideas from
algebraicgeometry.
Consider the grassmannians used to constructB. For the complex
K-theorythese grassmannians are beautiful compact complex varieties
naturallyembeddedincomplexprojectivespaces (via thePluckercoordinates).
For the real K-theorywe have the real grassmannianswhichwe think
of as homogeneousspaces of the real orthogonalgroup. For homotopy
purposeswe mayalso considerhomogeneousspaces ofthe complexorthogonal
group
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O(n, C) = {A e Gl(n, C): (Ax, Ay) = (x, y)}

where x e C' and (x, y) is the ordinaryinnerproduct(x, y) = =
This
followssince O(n, C) has the same homotopytype as the real orthogonal
group.
Forminghomogeneousspaces ofthesegroups,e.g., O(n + k, C)/O(n,C) x
O(k, C), gives non-singularaffinecomplex algebraic varieties having the
homotopytypes of the correspondingreal grassmannians.
So in either case (real or complex) the classifyingspace for K-theory
may be expressed as an increasing union of complex algebraic varieties.
Furthermore,these varieties are definedby equations with coefficients
in
the fieldof rationalnumbers.
This means that transformingthe points of C' or projectivespace by
mappingthe coordinatesby any fieldautomorphisma of C
a e Gal (C/Q)

gives rise to (wildly discontinuousbut) algebraic automorphismsof these
varieties.

Now as remarkedabove thereis an algebraic constructionof the finite
cohomologyof complexalgebraic varieties very much like Cech theoryin
topology. From the Zariski open sets of a variety V and their finite
(Uberdeckung)coveringsan inversesystemof nerves Nor(actual complexes)
are constructed[10] and these are natural maps V {Na} giving
-

(*)

(w,V)-

lim,,WriNa and Hi(V, M)-

lim,,Hi(Na, M)

for all finitecoefficients
M (twistedor untwisted)[5].
Now as notedin Section3, equation(*) impliesthat the finitecompletion
of V can be constructedfromthe nerves Nao forexample
V - lim,,N.

in the sense of compactfunctorsif WiNa is finite.'
On the otherhand, since the constructionof each Naronly involvesthe
abstract algebraic structureof our variety V, each automorphisma of C
(fixingthe coefficients
fieldof V) determinesa simplicialautomorphismof
Nor(reflectingthe algebraic continuityof the "classically discontinuous"
automorphismof the point set of V mentionedabove).
Thus Gal (C/Q) acts on the profinite homotopy type of any complex
algebraic variety defined over Q. For example Gal (C/Q) acts on the classify1 Otherwise V -lima,$ Nap: where Na = limpNap.
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ing space B of profiniteK-theoryby automorphismspreservingthe filtrationby completedgrassmannians.
(a surjection)
Now considerthe natural homomorphism
Gal (C/Q)

A

Z*

obtainedby lettinga e Gal (C/Q)act on the roots of unity.
One checks easily that Gal (C/Q) acts on Us CPn-K(Z, 2) via A and
the natural action of Z* on K(Z, 2). (A single computationof the nerves
N., forCP' is required.)
It followsby naturalityand the splittingprinciplethat Gal (C/Q)acts
throughZ* on profiniteK-theoryand that this action is compatiblewith
the isomorphicpart of the Adams' operationsdiscussedabove.
Let B, (Bn) denote the union over k of the (completed)grassmannians
of n-planes in n + k-space. Now the total space of the canonical sphere
bundle -n over B, is homotopyequivalent to Bn1-. Thus by Theorem 3.1
B._1 is the total space of a completedspherical fibration1rnover By. The
restrictionof this fibrationB. is clearlythe fiberwisecompletionof Ins
The Adams conjectureis proved using the composition
d*

67-

and v-' is a fiber-preserving
wherev* is the tautologicalmap of Qn= c
inverse of the automorphisma of B,,-, Y, correspondingto a e Gal (C/Q).
This compositioncovers the identityof By. So Joand vanhave the same
unstable profinitefiberhomotopytype. This is a kind of unstable Adams
conjectureforprofinitevectorbundles.
Let I denote the stable profinitespherical fibrationover B determined
by {67n}over {Bn}. From the above we have that y - Ygas stable profinite
sphericalfibrations.
Now our computationsshow that the map fromstable fiberhomotopy
typesto profinitestable homotopytypesis injective. In facton the classifying space level we have
stable profinitetheory: BO,
stable theory:
BG

BsG X K(Z*, 1),

BsG X K(Z/2, 1)

so BG is a factorof Boo and we are done.
We close with a more precise formulationof the unstable Adams'
phenomenon.
Define profinitevector bundle theoryin dimensionn by mappinginto
the completionB, of the classifyingspace for the ordinaryvector bundle
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theoryBn. For example, in the complexcase we have
the classifying space: B.

=

Uk

Gk,n

+k

=

BGl(f,C)

J.

the natural map:
G2n
BGI(ac)
the symmetrygroup: Gal (C/Q)forBGc(ac),
the symmetrygroup: Z* forB; 2n.
The map Ja.assigns an oriented,completed(2n - 1) sphericalfibration
[CJto the profinitecomplexn-bundleC classifiedby a map into B' = B l(AC)
If a e Gal (C/Q),let (a) = Au e Z* be the elementconstructedby letting
a act on the roots of unity. The argumentabove gives the
-+

(unstable complex Adams conjecture):

[(2] =

.()n

There is an analogous statement for real profinitevector bundles,
the spherical fibrationmap BG (n,R)
GB~, and the symmetrygroups
Gal (C/Q)/Gal(C/R)- and Z*/Z*.l Now we have
(unstable real Adams conjecture) : [1,2]=

{[2)](0)n12

1[,](a)(fl)12

even
n odd

n

The inertia of intrinsic stable fiber homotopytypes.

In order to begin to understandphilosophicallythe proof just given
of the Adams conjecture we considera moregeneral, related phenomenon.
Let ". denote a compatiblesequence of spherical fibrationsof increasing
fiberdimensionsover an increasingunionof spaces
C
cA
B1CzB2

c
C

B, CB C.*+C

I" over B Our basic assumptionabout the stable bundle Y = "JUny.
Un Bn is that it is intrinsic to the filtrationof the base B. This is, 'Y, is
More precisely,for arbitrarily
approximatedby the inclusionB. ci B.,
large integersn the composition
B itnl
aYn

-

cross
section

i

is a homotopyequivalenceover the d(n)-skeletonwhere
d(n)

-

fiberdimy,+-

)

0cc

as n .o

In the Lie group examples consideredabove, this compositionwas actually
a homotopyequivalence.
For the other classifyingspaces of geometrictopology
Gal (C/R)- means the normal subgroup generated by complex conjugation.
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BTOPI and BG

BPL ,

the correspondingstable bundles satisfythe more general hypothesis. In
fact d(n) is approximately2 (fiberdimensionof Yn~i) forthe "block bundle"
filtrations
of BPL and BTOP and the usual filtrationof BG.
by the
We justifyour terminology
from
The stablefiberhomotopytypeof -rcan be constructed
thefiltration{BJ}of B.
Now let B A B be any filteredautomorphismof B; that is, a = Us au,,
wherea7,,is an automorphismof B,. Denote au*yby yGa Then we have the
THEOREM.

COROLLARY.

Y-

-Y,i.e., tYGis fiberhomotopyequivalentto a.

Proof of Corollary. Clearly y0 =

a*SY

So -ya y

is intrinsic if -r is.

followsfromthe theorem.
Proof of Theorem. Let dn be an integer a little less than d(n)-fiber
i
dimYn~lsand considera fibrationapproximatingBn Bn,+restrictedto the
dn-skeletonof B,+,, say Yn ( ) Xn.
Now our hypothesis means that (fiberi)

(fiber Yn~i) is a homotopy d(n)-

,Yn,
equivalence. So the induced map over Xn, Yn
l X, is a homotopy
Xn
Xnl
a
dimension
less
than d(n).
has
little
d(n)-equivalence. But

Thus the part ofjn~? over Xn can be constructedfromBn
the composition
'.+

1 I Xn

k

)

Yn

(i

i

Bn+,using

Xn

where j.kk 1. Since j and k are homotopyd(n)-equivalencesthe space
'yn+l I Xn and the map YYn,+
I Xn Xn are well-definedby this procedure.
Note. This proof provides something like a converse to our proof of
the Adams conjecture; namely,let a be any automorphismof B, and let e
be any stable equivalence lya . ty. Let Xn be a skeleton of Bn,+ so that e
en

induces an equivalence -Yn? I Xn Yn~l

Xn. We can also assume that X. is

a skeletonof B by the intrinsichypothesis.
Now we can assume that the automorphisma preserves the skeleton
X, of B. Then the composition
IYn+lI X.

In

Yn+1I X

of a high unstable skeletonof Bn I Xn coveringa I Xn.
is an automorphism
Thus in provingthe Adams conjectureover Bu, say, one has to con-
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struct automorphisms of a large unstable subcomplex of BU, containing a
stable skeleton.'
Remark. One might hope from the corollary to find filtered automorphismsof the geometric theories BPL and BTOPleading to homotopy
relations between differentgeometric bundles, as we did for the K-theories
above. This turns out to be the case. There is a Galois group and a kind of
Adams conjecture (or phenomenon) for PL and Top which we will discuss in
a sequel to this paper.
Of course for the spherical fibration theory the corollary means that
there are no symmetries preserving the filtration. Thus any compatible
sequence of automorphisms of Bn determines the identity map of B,.
When is an 1-adic fibration the completion of a local fibration?
According to Sections 1 and 3 there are the fiber squares
> Z,

Zi

Q A>Ql

(BsG,,)l

,~~

(BsG,)Q

S

N-ZI

>((BsGn,

)Q

This leads to the
COROLLARY4. An oriented Sn-'-fibration is the completion of a S?,-'fibration if and only if
a) for n even, the image of the Euler class under
Hn(base, Qf)

Hn(base, Zi)
is rational, namely in the image of
Hn(base, Q)

---

H?(base, Qf)

(&Z1

b) for n odd, the Hopf class, which is only defined in
H2 2(base, Qf)
is rational.
Proof. The fiber square above is equivalent to (n even)
-

(BsG

{l-adic Euler class

rational Euler class{

K(Q, n)

(BSg*)A

-

K(Qf, n).

I

Quillen did this by considering the approximations of BG(cnc)
Bu, given by the
K(r, 1) spaces, BG(zn,k), where k is the algebraic closure of the prime field. The symmetry
is given by Frobenius [12].
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The corollaryis a restatementof one of the propertiesof a fibersquare;
that is, in the fibersquare of CW complexes,
)B

A

.1_ .1

C

yD

maps into C, and B together with a class of homotopiesbetween their
imagesin D determinesa class of maps into A.
Addendum. Anotherway to thinkof the connectionis this: since
(BsGn~ -T lpe

(Bn)

A

a local S-'-fibration over a finitecomplex is a collectionof S3-W-fibrations,
one foreach p in 1, togetherwith the coherenceconditionthat the characin Q.) theydetermine
teristicclasses (eitherEuler or Hopf,with coefficients
are respectivelyin the image of a singlerationalclass.
This uses the Hasse principleof Section3 which impliesthat the class
of the map into (Bs,,)1 is independentof the homotopyused to assembleit.
Principal spherical fibrations.

Certainlocal (or 1-adic)spheresare naturally homotopicallyequivalent
to topologicalgroups. Thus we can speak of principalsphericalfibrations.
The classifyingspace for these principalfibrationsis easy to describeand
maps into the classifyingspace fororientedsphericalfibrations.
PROPOSITION(p odd). Sn-1 is hornotopyequivalent to a topological group
(or loop space) if and only if n is even and n divides 2p - 2.'
COROLLARY. SI"-' is homotopyequivalent to a loop space if and only if
1 C {p: Z/n ; p-adic units}.
Remark. Let SI-'

have classifying space P-(n, 1); then
QP-(n, 1) - SI?-' .

The fibration
Sln-

**

P(n,

1)

implies

to a polynomialalgebra on onegenerator
i) H*(P-(n, 1),Zl) is isomorphic
in dimension2n.
ii) For each choiceof an orientationof Sl2,a- thereis a natural map
1 For p
loop space.

-

2, it is well-known that only SI, S3, and

S7

are H-spaces, and
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P-(n, 1) -+(Bsg

In cohomologythe universal Euler class in (Bs,2,)1restrictsto the polynomialgeneratorin P-(n, 1).
Proof of the proposition. A rational argument implies a spherical
H-space has to be odd-dimensional.
If S3-1 is a loop space, QBn,it is clear that the modp cohomologyof Be
is a polynomialalgebra on one generatorin dimensionn. SteenrodoperationsimplyX divides(p - 1)pk forsome k, where n = 2x. Secondaryoperations, using Liulevicius' modp analysis generalizing the famous mod2
analysisof Adams, show k = 0; that is, X dividesp - 1.
On the otherhand, if X dividesp - 1 we can constructBe directly:
i) Embed Z/xin Z/p-1 ic Z*.
ii) Choose a functorial K(Zp, 2) in which Z* acts freely by cellular
homeomorphisms.
iii) Form
(K(Zp, 2)/(Z/x))P .
Bn=
We obtain a p-adicallycompletespace which is simplyconnected,has
modp cohomology,a polynomialalgebra on one generatorin dimensionn,
and whose loop space is S3p.
In moredetail, the modp cohomologyof K(Zp, 2)/(Z/\)is the invariant
cohomologyin K(Zp, 2) under
(1, XI X2, X3, .. .)

aY

(1, ax, a2X21 ... ), a;'

This followssince X is primeto p and we have the spectral sequence of the
fibration
K(ZP, 2)

-

K(Zp, 2)/(Z/x) --

K(Z/x, 1) .

Now we can regard Be as the p-adic completionof the simplyconnected
space
(K(Z., 2)/(Z/x))U cone (S' U e2)
,

So B. is simplyconnectedand by the argumentsof Section3 has the correct
modp cohomology.
The space of loops on B, is an (n - 2) connected p-adicallycomplete
space whose modp cohomologyis one Zlp in dimensionn - 1. By Section3
we have the p-adic sphere SPW.
Proof of the corollary. If 1 is contained in {p: n divides (p -1)1,
constructthe "fiberproduct"of
1 The case left out is taken care of by S3.
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HPelB2n
K(Q, 2n) -

K(Qf, 2n)

whereB1, is the de-loopof S2n-1 constructedabove.
If we take loop spaces, we get the fibersquare

I

S2n1

2n-1

1,

1Q
Thom isomorphism.

An Sl-'-fibrationwithorientation
Ue e HII(E

X, Zi)

determinesa Thomisomorphism
U Ue

H i(X9Zj) U eHi+f(E

X, Zi).

This is proved, for example, by inductionover the cells of the base using
Mayer-Vietoris
sequences(Thom).
Conversely(Spivak), given a pair A 2 X and a class
Ue

HII(A

,X,

Zi)

such that
Hi (X9 Z)

uU

u

Hi+'f(A

X, Zi)

is an isomorphism,then under appropriatefundamentalgroup assumptions
f
A fp X determinesan oriented S1-'-fibration. For example, if the fundamental group of X acts triviallyon the fiberof f, then an easy spectral
sequenceargumentshows that
H*(fiberoff, Z1) _ H*(Sn-l,Z1)
If further,the fiberoff is a nilpotentspace, a fiberwiselocalization'is possiover X,
ble, and this producesan Sn-'-fibration
fiberf -

A

fiberwise
localization

localization
localizationl
Sn-1

>- X

,E

l

-+X.

See proofof Theorem4.2.
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A similarsituationexists forl-adicsphericalfibrations.
Whitneyjoin.
The Whitney join operation definespairings between the Si', S1'
theoriesand S +m'- theories. We formthe join of the fibers(S'-1 and Sr-')
over each point in the base and obtain an Sl +-l-fibration. This of course
uses the relation
-l * Sm-1

Sn.+ m-1

The analogous relation is not true in the completecontext. However, we
can say that
(So

*SI

S'n+m-1

1J)A

Thus fiberjoin followedby fiberwisecompletiondefinesa pairing in the
1-adiccontext.
Proof of Theorem4.2 (page 62).
i) The map 1 is constructedby fiberwiselocalization.
Let d be a fibrationover a simplexa with fiberF, a nilpotentspace, and

let at

\

-+8

ad'

/

a,,,

map which localizes each fiber. Then fillingin the
be a fiber-preserving
diagram

g~~s
at

arbitrary
$
trivialization

a xF

I

jprojection

t

localization

gives an extensionof the fiberwiselocalizationatto all of a; that is,
e -d---5'

\

= mapping cone of t

/)1

axE1.

a

But t exists by obstructiontheory,
H*(a$', I/aa;z*F)

_H*(aa x (Fi, F); Zi-module)-=0.

Thus, fiberwise,we can localize any fibrationwith nilpotentfiberby
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proceedinginductivelyover the cells of the base. We obtain a "homotopically locally trivial" fibrationwhich determinesa unique Hurewicz
fibrationwithfiberF,.
The same argumentworksfor fiberwisecompletion,
F

F, whenever H*(F1, F; Z1) 0- .

-

But this is true, for example when F

=

S-n

or Si'.

This shows we have the diagram of i) for objects. The argumentfor
is similar.
maps and commutativity
To proveii) and iii) we discussthe sequence of theories
{SR-fibrations}-v

U: {oriented SR-fibrations}
l
where SR = S-',

S-',

or Sr';

-

H'(

, R*)

and R is Z, Z1, or Z1.

The firstmap forgetsthe orientation.
The second map replaces each fiberby its reduced R-homology. This
systemclassifiedby an elementin H'( , R*).
gives an R coefficient
over
Now the coveringhomotopypropertyimpliesthat an SR-fibration
a sphereSi+1can be built froma homotopyautomorphismof Si x SR preSt. We can regard this as a map of S'
serving the projectionSt x SR
of SR, Aut SR. We can assume
into the singularcomplexof automorphisms
that a base pointof the equator Si goes to the identityof Aut SR.
For i = 0, the fibrationis determinedby the componentof the image
of the otherpointon the equator. But in the sequence
-

Aut SR
w0,

1
[SR,

SR]

> 7r%_1SR

> H.-lSR

the firstmap is an injection and the second and third are isomorphisms.
Thus
w0Aut SR - R - Aut (H,,-,SR) .
This proves ii) a) and the fact that orientedbundles over S' are all
equivalent.
determinesan emMore generally, an orientationof an SR-fibration
bedding of the trivial fibration SR

-.

* into it. This embedding in turn

determinesthe orientationover a connectedbase.
Thus if the orientationsequence U correspondsto the sequence of
classifyingspaces
BR

-BR-

K(R

,1),

we see that 7rBR = 0 and fori > 0,
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[Si',

7r+lBR

BRIfree

orientedbundlesover Si+
based bundlesover Si+'
[Si?'

BR]based

-7r+BBR

So on homotopywe have
*

9

r+?,

R

for w,

W ,R*

for wr1i.

*

-+

Therefore,U is the universalcoveringspace sequence.
Also the correspondencebetween based and oriented bundles shows
the R* actionscorrespondas stated in iii).
We are left to prove the second part of ii). The cell by cell construction of part i) shows we can construct(cell by cell) a natural diagram
G=

Aut Sl-

Aut S-'

C\1

Aut Si-1,

correspondingto fiberwise localization for fibrationsover suspensions.
The proofis then finishedby calculating the induced maps on homotopy
groups forthe connectedcomponentsof the identity. For example,to study
c look at the diagram
(n-1

sn-l

1~
(S~

based

(

3

1

completion
Sc

l

, -l

based

1~

?Sl)t

completion
completion

Now c0just tensorsthe homotopywith Z1.
An elementin wrof the upper righthand space is just a homotopyclass
of maps
fnl
Si XSR-SR
whichis the identityon * x SR and constantalong St

SR

Si=

x *. We can measure
the deviationoff fromthe projectionon the secondfactor Si x SR SR by
the singleobstructionto a homotopybetweenthemin
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-F+-S

It is not hard to see that this obstructiondeterminesan isomorphismof
groups
wr(AutSR), - 7r+.-1Sl

The naturalityof this obstructionshows that cl radically completes
the homotopygroups.
Since the vertical sequences are fibrations,it followsthat c completes
the homotopygroups.
This proves that BsG, universalcover B$ is 1-adic completion.
The localizationstatementof ii) b) is treated similarly,and the proof
of Theorem4.1 is complete.
-*
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